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Introducción
En ei debate político-económico actual, hay una cor¡iente de opinión bastante

generalizada que considera que las desfavorables tendencias demográficas que es-
tán sufriendo casi todos los países industrializados están afectando de manera
negativa a Ia financiación de los sistemas de Seguridad Social. EI argumento uti-
lizado es el siguiente, en la mayoría de estos paÍses los sistemas de Seguridad
Social se financian a través de un sistema de reparto (pory * you go), es decir,
las pensiones de los jubilados se pagan con las contribuciones de los trabajadores,
y por tanto el actual envejecimiento de Ia población estaría empeorando dicha
financiación aI reducir el ratio entre jubilados y trabajadores, el llamado ratio de
dependencia.

Sin embargo, este envejecimiento de la población no debería ser considerado
como un problema de firanciación, sino más bien como un problema de índole
poJítico (Cremer and Pestieau [2000]), Los gobiernos únicamente tendrían que
alterar algunos de los parámetros claves del sistema de Seguridad Social, eI nivel
de contribuciones, Ias pensiones y/o la edad de jubilación, para seguir manteniendo
el equilibrio presupuestario.

De hecho, en casi todos los paÍses de Ia OECD ya se están preparando reformas
en sus sistemas de pensiones para mantener Ia viabilidad de las mismas. Éstas
son básicamente: o bien extender Ia duración de Ia vida laboral, o bien variar
aiguno de los dos parámetros del sistema de Seguridad Social, un incremento en
Ios niveles de contribución de los trabajadores o una reducción en las pensiones de
Ios retirados. De hecho, en la mayoría de estos países Io que se va a llevar a cabo es
una combinación de estas medidas, así, las dos principales alte¡nativas, aumentar
Ias tasas contributivas o reducir las pensiones irán acompañadas de retrasos en
Ia edad de jubilación, Io que permitirá mitigar en parte tanto el aumento de las
tasas como Ia reducción en las pensiones.

La fórmula con la cua.l se pretende incrementar la duración del periodo labo-
ral en Ia mayoría de los paises es simplemente elevar Ia edad legal de jubilación,

(por ejemplo, en Estados Unidos, Japón, Nueva Zelanda o Italia). Puesto que,
comúnmente, los individuos tienen que abandonar eI mercado laboral, o aI menos
sus actuales empleos para poder percibir sus pensiones de jubilación (por ejemplo
Portugal o España. Ver Boldrin et al. [1997] para el caso español), existen fuertes
incentivos para retirarse después de esta edad standard de jubilación, Así, Ia edad
media de retiro en Ia práctica totalidad de ios países industriaiizados está muy
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próxima a dicha edad legal (cuando existe la posibilidad de accedet a una jubi-

Iación anticipada con ciertos ajustes en las pensiones recibidas, la edad media de
retiro suele encontrarse entre esta edad en Ia cual se puede acceder a las pensiones
por primera vez y Ia edad legal standard de jubilación. Ver BIondaI y Scarpetta

[19e81 o Samwick [19e8]),

Debido a estas reformas, la edad legal de jubilación se ha convertido en una
importante variable de política económica (así por ejemplo en Suiza, en 1998, se
celebró un referendum en el cual se aprobó un retraso de dos años en la edad legal
de jubilación para las mujeres dentro del sistema público de pensiones de 62 a 64,
ver Bütler [2002)).

De acuerdo coir- todo Io expuesto con anterioridad, la intención de esta tesis
es analizar el impacto de estas reformas en los sisternas de Seguridad Social sobre
la edad legal de jubilación. Mas, puesto que varios países industrializados tienen
sistemas públicos de pensiones sin flexibilidad en dicha edad de jubilación (Disney,

[1996]), y además, en muchos estudios empíricos (Gruber y Wise, [19971 o Blondal
y Scarpetta [19981 entre otros) se ha demostrado que existe una fuerte relación
entre la salida del mercado laboral y Ia edad a partir de la cual se tiene acceso
a las pensiones de retiro, en aras de simplificar los desarrollos matemáticos de
Ios modelos presentados y poder obtener resultados concretos, en este análisis Ia
edad de jubilación será definida como una edad obligatoria, es decir, será la edad
a partir de la cual los individuos deberán abandonar el mercado laboral,

Con respecto a Ia literatura relacionada con estas cuestiones, eisten varios
artÍculos que analizan los efectos teóricos de Ia implantación de un sistema de
Seguridad Social sobre la decisión de retirarse (Crawford y Lilien, [1981]; Bru-
bidge y Robb, [1980]; o Sheshinsk¡ [1978]). Sin embargo, todos estos modelos se
centraron en la edad óptima de retiro individual.

En los modelos de política económica relacionados con la Seguridad Social, Ia
edad iegal de jubilación ha sido siempre considerada como un parámetro exógeno
que los agentes simplemente lo aceptaban como dado. En estos artículos los pro-
cesos de votación determinaban generalmente el nivel impositivo y de esta forma
eI tamaño de los programas públicos de pensiones (Breyer, [1994]; o Marquardt y
Peters, [19981).

Únicamente en un contexto distinto fue analizada Ia edad obligatoria de jubi-

Iación con anterioridad. Así, E. Lazear [1979] justificó el uso del retiro obligatorio
en los contratos laborales, argumentando que dicha edad de retiro obligatorio se
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elige para que corresponda con Ia fecha de retiro voluntario. En definitiva, no
existen artículos previos donde se analizen de manera teórica los efectos de las
reformas de la Seguridad Social sobre Ia edad óptima de jubilación obligatoria,

En el primer capítulo, en un trabajo conjunto con Juan Antonio Lacomba
Arias, veremos un proceso de votación sobre la edad de jubilación obligatoria.
De esta forma, determinaremos cual va a ser Ia edad óptima de jubilación para

los agentes en ñrnción de zu edad y de su nivel salarial. Mostraremos como Ia
composición de la población a,fectará a la edad de jubilación implementada.

Para ello, consideraremos rüra distribución continua de agentes en edades y

salarios. Esto nos permitirá estudiar el comportamiento de Ios individuos con

respecto a Ia edad de jubilación no sólo en función de su riqueza, sino además en
función de ia edad que tiene cada uno en el momento de Ia votación.

La población jubilada, teniendo en cuenta que ya no podrá reincorporarse al
mercado laboral, se comportará como un grupo homogéneo y siempre preferirá la
edad de jubilación más elevada posible. En relación con la población trabajadora,
veremos que las edades óptimas de jubilación ser¿ín crecientes con respecto a los
niveles salariales, es decir, cuanto más ünero perciban, mayor será su edad óptima
de jubilación, En relación con Ia in-fl.uencia de Ia edad en Ia decisión del individuo,
obtendremos que cuanto mayor es Ia edad del trabajador, más cercana estará su
edad óptima de jubilación a la existente en el momento de la votación (a la que
denominaremos edad de jubilación del "statu quo").

El modelo también nos permitirá mostrar el papel crucial que juegan los ya

retirados en la edad de jubilación resultante de la votación. Este resultado está
en Ia lÍnea de artículos anteriores que analizan el "excesivo" poder poiítico de Ia
población retirada (Grossman y Helpman, [1998]; or Mulligan y Sala i Martin,

[1eee]).
Una vez que la nueva edad de jubilación haya sido determinada, pasaremos

a analizar su estabilidad, En otras palabras, verifi.caremos si dicha edad elegida
obtendrfa el mismo apoyo popular en futuras elecciones. Llegaremos a Ia con-
clusión de que existe una edad estable de jubilación, Ia cual una vez alcanzada se
mantendrá indefinidamente.

Por riltimo, estudiaremos la relación entre Ia edad de jubilación implementada
y eI nivel de redistribución del sistema de Seguridad Social. Veremos que cuando

el nivei salarial del votante mediano es inferior al salario medio, un sistema más
redistributivo conducirá a una superior edad de iubilación.
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Para eI segundo capítulo, nos centramos en otro tema de actualidad y especial-
mente vinculado al sistema de pensiones, la inmigración. El flujo de inmigrantes
a países desarrollados con generosos sistemas de protección social ha sido objeto
de estudio en los úItimos años. En este sentido, es mucho Io que esta escribiendo
aI respecto. Por ejemplo, Simon [1994] proporciona evidencia empírica del im-
pacto positivo que supone la inmigración para la "caja" de la Seguridad Social
y para las pensiones en particular. Borjas [1999] estudia el impacto, en témi-
nos coste-benefi.cio, de la inmigración en los Estados Unidos. Sholten y Thum

[1996] analizan el vÍncuio entre el sistema público de pensiones y Ia política de
inmigración. Ellos contrastan que eI efecto de la inmigración en los salarios es
ambiguo, sin embargo, las pensiones actuales se verán reducidas; esto es, las gen-
eraciones de mayor-edad'estarán peor. Además, ellos muestran como las genera-

ciones más jóvenes saldrán más beneficiadas que las que están más próximas a la
jubilación, de las contribuciones adicionales de los inmigrantes al sistema público
de pensiones. Haupt y Peters [1998] consideran, a diferencia de Sholten y Thum
que asnmen un comportamiento miope de los agentes en sus decisiones, a los indi-
viduos completamente racionales. Ellos encuentran que la racionalidad económica
conllevaría a una política de inmigración más liberal. Por otro lado, Razin y Sadka

[1999] argumentan que incluso en eI supuesto de que los inmigrantes puedan ser
poco productivos y beneficiarios netos del sistema de pensiones, todas las gen-
eraciones del país de acogida mejorarían con la llegada de éstos, Razin, Sadka y
Swagel 12002]1 analízan la interacción entre inmigración y polÍtica de transferen-
cias fi.scales. Ellos demuestran que una la inmigración poco productiva conllevaría
unos tipos impositivos más bajos y por tanto unos sistemas de protección social
menos generosos.

Uno de los argumentos más habituaies en torno a Ia inmigración es que nor-
malmente los inmigrantes son beneficiarios netos del estado de bienestar (salud,
educación, etc.). Sea cierta o no esta afirmación, con respecto al sistema de seguri-
dad social, Ia inmgración aumenta, sin lugar a dudas, el número de contribuyentes
aI actual sistema de pensiones (paA as Aou go), Además, puesto que los países de-
sarrollados se enfrentan a un continuo envejecimiento de Ia población, la llegada de
inmigrantes puede ayudar a estabilizar, al menos parciaimente, el desequilibrado
presupuesto del sistema de pensiones.

En este segundo capítulo, de nuevo en un marco teórico de generaciones sola-
padas en tiempo continuo, estudiamos como Ia inmigración afecta al bienestar de
las distintas generaciones del paÍs de acogida. En este escenario, encoframos que
el bienestar de los indiüduos de mayor edad laboral (excluyendo a los retirados)
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se ve incrementado. Estos individuos, dada su edad, no compartirán pensiones
con los inmigrantes que llegan, bastante más jóvenes, por lo que Ia aportación
adicional de los inmigrantes al sistema de pensiones supone un incremento de la
misma para los individuos del país receptor. Sin embargo, el efecto en eI bienestar
de las generaciones más jóvenes depende de varios factores: la cuota, es decir, el
número propiamente dicho de inmigrantes; la productividad laboral de éstos; y,
por último, Ia propia edad de los individuos del país receptor. Más aún, si Ia pro.
ductividad de ios inmigrantes es relativamente alta, armque menor en media que
la nativa, entonces el bienestar de todos los individuos, jóvenes y viejos, mejoraría
con la inmigración. Por eI contrario, y a diferencia de Razin y Sadka [t9OO] , si la
productividad de los inmigrantes es baja entonces eI bienestar de Ios más jóvenes
se verÍa reducido c-on.Ia llegada de Ios mismos, Po¡ lo tanto, dependiendo del
nivel de productividad laboral de los inmigrantes, Ios más jovenes pueden preferir
o una polÍtica de puertas abiertas o una de puertas cerrradas.

Otro tema ampliamente discutido,en distintos niveles, es la edad de retiro
obligatoria del sistema de pensiones. También en este capítulo, en un marco
donde el gobierno implementa una nueva edad de retiro obligatoria, examinamos
como la inmigración puede ejercer una presión adicional para alterar Ia edad de
retiro óptima de cada individuo del país de acogida y, por tanto, modifi.car ia edad
de jubilación. Por un lado, para aquellos individuos que no van a compartir pen-
siones con los inmigrantes, es decir, para los nativos de mayor edad, hallamos que
Ia inmigración aumenta Ia edad de retiro óptima de los que están muy, pero muy
próximos a la jubilación y fomenta, en el sentido de refuerza, Ias preferencias en
edad de retiro de los individuos que, aún sin compartir, no están tan próximos a la
jubilación. Esto es, si un individuo prefiere una edad de retiro alta (baja), Ia lle-
gada de inmigrantes refuerza, i.e., aumenta (reduce) su edad de retiro óptima. Por
otro lado, para aquellos individuos que compartirán pensiones con inmigrantes, la
cuota y la productividad de los inmgrantes juega también un papel crucial en la
alteración de las preferencias de Ia población del país de abogida sobre la edad de
retiro. Por ejemplo, si los inmigrantes tienen una alta (baja) tasa de productivi-
dad, los individuos nativos preferirán retrasar (adelantar) la edad de retiro con eI
objeto de obtener mayores niveles de consumo (ocio) a trarés de pensiones más
elevadas.

Por úItimo, en este capítulo desarrollamos un ejemplo numérico para aportar
un poco de luz a los efectos que la inmigración puede tener sobre Ia edad de retiro
del sistema de pensiones. EI ejemplo muestra como la inmigración incrementa
la edad de retiro óptima de Ia mayoría de la población nativa. Por tanto, Ia
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inmigración forzaría a un retraso en la edad de retiro obligatoria. Además, encon-
tramos que este efecto es aún mayor cuando mayor es la productividad laboral de
ambos, nativos e inmigrantes.

En el tercer y úItimo capítulo, damos un giro a nuestra línea de investigación.
En este capítulo, conscientes de la importancia que viene cobrando Ia Economía
Experimental como área de investigación, decidimos estudiar modelos de preferen-
cias sociales que nos ayuden a entender mejor el comportamiento de los individuos
desde un punto de vista económico. Y, de esta forma, lanzar puentes que unan Ia
Economía en su acepción teórica con su vertiente más social. Con este propósito,
ei de reforzar, matizar, redefinir y completar el instrumental teórico, nos acer-
camos a Ia EconorrrÍa Experimental.

Mucha de Ia evidencia experimental reciente muestra que los individuos se
preocupan de los demás. Por esta raz6n los investigadores han empezado a de-
sarrollar modelos formales de preferencias sociales que asumen que los individuos
pueden ser egoístas péro, además, un alto porcentaje está dispuesto a sacrifi.car
dinero propio para con los demás, Entre Ios modelos diseñados paxa recoger es'
tas preferencias sociales dos tipos de modelos se han distinguido: modelos que se
centran en los aspectos distribucionales; y modelos que estudian Ia importancia
del comportamiento recÍproco.

Los modelos distribucionales permiten a los sujetos estar preocupados no sólo
por sus propios pagos sino además por los pagos de los demás sujetos. Fehr y
Schmidt [1999], por ejemplo, estudian un modelo de aversión a Ia desigualdad en
el que los individuos sufi'en cierto malestar, en términos de utilidad, cuando la
distribución de pagos ent¡e los sujetos no es igualitaria. Pero los individuos se
preocupan por esta desigualdad con una intensidad diferente dependiendo si su
pago es superior o in-ferior aI de los demás. Bolton y Ockenfels [2000] asumen
que los sujetos están motivados ta.nto por su propio pago como por su posición
relativa en Ia distribución de pagos, Su modelo predice que los individuos no se
preocupan sobre la distribución final del dinero. Es decir, un sujeto es igualmente
feliz mientras reciba el pago medio, independientemente de si todos los sujetos
reciben eI mismo pago o si la distribución es muy desigual. Andreoni y Miller

[20021 ) para contrastar Ia consistencia de las preferencias por ei altrr:ismo, ofre-
cen a los sujetos distintas oportunidades para compartir un excedente con otro
sujeto anónimo donde tanto los costes de compartir como el excedente disponible
varían en las distintas oportunidades. Ellos concluyen que los sujetos exhiben
preferencias consistentes con eI altrusimo. Por otro lado, Zizzo y Oswald [2001]
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estudian las preferencias i¡rterdependientes negativas. En su experimento, ellos
encuentran que cerca de dos tercios de los individuos sacrificó su propio dinero
para empobrecer a los demás. I¡cluso cuando el precio de sacrificio aumentaba,
el porcentaje de gente con este comportamiento no cayó sustanciaimente.

Las principales alternativas a estos modelos de preferencias distribucionales
son los modelos que intentan captar comportamientos que están condicionados
por las acciones o las intenciones de otros. Desde Sudgen [1984] o Rabin [1993] a
Dufwenberg y Kirchsteiger [2003] , diferentes modelos teóricos captando el com-
portamiento recíproco han sido formulados. Paralelamente, muchos estudios ex-
perimentales han mostrado que las consideraciones de reciprocidad son un im-
portante componente de comportamiento. Charness y Ilaruvy [2002], Charness
y Rabin 120021y Offerman [2003] encuentran considerable reciprocidad négativa.
pero limitada reciprocidad positiva. Sin embargo, McCabe, Rigdon y Smith [2000]
encuentran evidencia signifi.cativa de reciprocidad positiva.

Con el fin de comparar ambas motivacionoes, Charness y Rabin [2002] pro
porcionan un modelo que recoge reciprocidad y preferencias distribucionales. En
eI actual debate sobre que tipo de preferencias sociales son más efectivas a la hora
de explicar el comportamiento de los individuos, ellos encuentran que las prefer-
encias de bienestar social (social welfare preferences) son las más comunes. Ellos
dermrestran que los sujetos están más preocupados por incrementa¡ eI bienestar
social que por reducir la diferencia en pagos. Estos autores también muesttan
que los sujetos se comportan de forma recÍproca: eilos reducen Ia disponibilidad
al sacrifi.cio para alcanzar un resultado justo cuando otros individuos no están
dispuestos al sacrificio, y a veces ellos castigan un comportamiento injusto.

En resumen, Ia evidencia experimental sugiere que los sujetos están dispuestos
a sacrifi.car sus propios pagos para incrementar o para reducir los pagos de otros y
que además que se comportan recíprocamente. En este sentido, este capítulo pre-
senta, en un trabajo conjunto con Jordi Brandts y Enriqúe Fatás, un nuevo test
experimental para observar simultáneamente preferencias distribucionales y com-
portamiento recÍproco, Los participantes toman elecciones binarias secuenciales
entre dos estados alternativos descritos únicamente po sus pagos. A través de
estas elecciones binarias, pretendemos observar hasta que punto los sujetos están
dispuestos a sacrificar dinero. Al mismo tiempo, nuestro diseño experimental nos
permite medir hasta que punto estos mismos sujetos modifican su disponibilidad al
sacrificio dependiendo de como otros sujetos se comportan. Hasta lo que alcanza
nuestro conocimiento, este es eI primer intento que pretende comparar individual-
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mente ambas motivaciones (diferencias en pagos y comportamiento recíproco).

En nuestro e>perimento, cada elección binaria implica un precio relativo difer-
ente en el sacrifi.co de pagos materiales. Este variación del precio nos permite
contrastar las preferencias distribucionales subyacentes y observar el grado de
sacrifi.cio de los indiüduos. En otras palabras, a través de las elecciones bina-
rias podemos observar para cada uno de los individuos sus preferencias sociales
y el peso de éstas en su comportamiento. Además, con el objeto de un anáIisis
más completo, los participantes toman decisiones desde dos posiciones diferentes:
fuerte o delante, y débil o detrás. Desde la posición fuerte, Ios sujetos siempre
obtienen un pago más alto que el otro participante. Por el contrario, desde la
posición débil, los sujetos siempre obtienen un pago más bajo que el otro.partici-
pante.

Este diseño experimental nos permite observar, first, la disponibilidad para re-
ducir Ia diferencia en pagos y, a continuación, eI experimento pretende comprobar
la existencia de comportamiento recrproco. Para contrastar el papel de Ia recipro-
cidad, al igual que Charness y Rabin [20021, diseñamos unos juegos de respuesta
y comparamos el comportamiento de los participantes antes Ias mismas elecciones
binarias secuenciales cuando su decisiones no dependían del comportamiento de
otros participantes.

Dos tratamientos diferentes (distribucional y reciprocidad) con 120 partici-
pantes tomando 4468 decisiones conforman nuestros datos. En línea con Solnick
y Hemenway [1998], Bolton y Ockenfels [2000], y Johansonn-Stenmman et al.

120021, nuestros resultados sugieren que la posición relativa importa. Observado
Ios datos de forma individual en eI tratamiento distribucional, encontramos que las
preferencias distribucionales observadas desde a¡nbas posiciones (fuerte y débil)
son estadístisca y significativamente diferentes. Entre otros resultados, obtenemos
que más de la mitad de los participantes sacrifi.ca sus pagos para incrementar los
pagos de otro desde una posición fuerte. Además, los sujetos muestran una menor
disponibilidad para ayudar y una mayor disponibilidad para dañar desde una posi-
ción débil

En el tratamiento de reciprocidad, Ios resultados obtenidos no son consistentes
con Ia evidencia experimental que mantiene los sujetos se comportan de forma
recíproca. No econtramos diferencias estadísitcas significativas en las decisiones
de los sqjetos sobre la misma tabla de elecciones binarias dependiendo de si otro
sujeto tomó previamente alguna decisión a favor o en contra o no. Con este
diseño experimental tan simple, los sujetos no exhiben ningún comportamiento
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recíproco, Este hallazgo sugiere que cuando los sqjetos toman decisiones desde
diferentes posiciones (fuerte y débil) sobre una amplia gama de posibilidades en
Ia distribución final de los pagos, entonces ellos se preocupan sobre la distribución
de pagos. No importan como los sujetos se comportan. Por tanto, podríamos
conjeturar que los sujetos parecen más preocupados por Ia posición relativa que
por las acciones o las intenciones de otros.
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Introduction
Nowadays, it is considered that the unfavorable demographic trends that are

suffering almost every industrialized countries is affecting negatively on the via-
bility of the Social Security systems. The reason is that in most of the developed
countries these systems are financed through a Pay-As-You-Go scheme, that is,
the pension benefits of the retirees are financed by the contributions of the work
ers, and therefore a population aging would worse the ratio between retirees and
workers, the well-known dependency ratio.

Howevet, this population aging, it is not a financial problem, but a poiitical
one (Cremer and.Pqptieau [20001). The governments just would have to alter
some of the key parameters of the Social Security system, that is, the mandatory
retirement age, the contribution tax rate and/or the pension benefits rate, in order
to baiance the budget.

In fact, most of OECD are already preparing reforms in their Social Security
schemes in order to maintain the viability of the pension systems. The reforms
to balance ühe system are basically: Either to extend the working life cycle, or to
vary alry of the two pension parameters, i.e., to increase the contribution rate or
to reduce the pension benefi.ts. Some countries are also preparing a combination
of measures, that is, an increase in the working years that allows a softer change
either in the contribution rate or in the pension benefits rate,

The way to achieve an increase in the working period that is being proposed
in most of these countries is to raise the standard retirement age (e.g. in United
States, New Zealand, Japan or Italy). Since, commonly, the individuals have to
leave the labor force or at least to leave their current jobs, for being allowed to
receive their pensions (e.g. Portugal or Spain, See Boldrin et aL [1997] for the
Spanish case), the¡e exists strong incentives to stop working after this standard
entitlement age, Thus, the average retirement age of most'of the OECD countries
is very close to this standard retirement age (when there exists a possibility to
an early access to the pension benefits with some adjustment in the value of the
retirement benefits, the average retirement age is usually found between this age
at which pensions can be accessed and the standard retirement age. See Blondal
and Scarpetta [1998] or Samwick [1998]).

For that reason, not only this standard retirement age has become an im-
portant variable in political economy, for instance, in Switzerland in 1998 there
was a ¡efe¡endum on a single issue, in which the voters approved of a delay of
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two years in the female retirement age within the public pension from 62 to 64
(Btitler, 2002), but also the relation of the retirement age with respect to the rest
of parameters of the Social Security is currently an important issue too.

Accordingly to aII the previous, the aim of this thesis is to analyze the impact
of these reforms of the Social Security systems on the standa¡d retirement age.
But, since not only most of the industrialized countries have a Social Security Pro'
gram without flexibility in pensionable age (Disne¡ [1996]), but besides in many
empirical studies (Gruber and Wise, [1997J or Blondal and Scarpetta [1998]) it
has been shown that there exists a strong relation between the departure f¡om the
labor force and the age at which benefits are available, for the sake of simplicity,
in this analysis theretirement age will be considered as a mandatory one,.that is,
the age at which people will have to leave the labor'force.

With respect to the related literature, there exist some articles that ana)yze
the theoretical effects of the Sociai Security System on the retirement decision
(Crawford and Lilien, 1981; Burbidge and Robb,1980; or Sheshinsk¡ 1978), But
these ones focus on the individual optimal retirement age.

In the models of political economy related to Social Security, the mandatory
retirement age has been always considered as an exogenously given parameter
and people simply accept it, In these articles, the majority-voting equiübrium
is normally used to choose the tax level in order to determine the size of the
Social Security program (Breyer, 1994; or Marquardt and Peters, 1997). The
mandatory retirement age has only been analyzed in other contexts. So, E. Lazear
(1979) offers an explanation of the use of mandatory retirement in labor contracts,
arguing that the date of mandatory retirement is chosen to correspond to the date
of voluntary retirement.

So, there are no previous papers analyzing the effects of the Social Security
reforms on the optimal mandatory retirement age.

In the first chapter, in a joint work with Juan Antonio Lacomba, the precise
goal is to analyze a majority voting process on this mandatory retirement age.
As such, we determine the optimal one for agents with different ages and wages.
We analyze the voting process and deduce how the composition of the popula-
tion determines the retirement age implemented, In other words, we observe the
popular support underlying each retirement proposal.

We will consider a continuous distribution of agents on ages and wages. The
interesting point here is to analyze how people behave with regard to the re-
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tirement age, not only according to their different wage levels but also to their
different ages at the moment of voting. In the model we consider two groups:
retired people and workers. Both have to face an unexpected voting process on
retirement age.

Retired people will behave as a homogeneous group and will always prefer the
highest possible retirement age. With regard to the working population, we show
that the optimal retirement age increases with the wage level, Besides, we observe
that the older the workers are, the closer their optimal retirement age is to the
one previously established ("status quo").

The crucial role that the retirees play in the final outcome of the voting process
will be shown. This ¡esult is in the line of previous papers that explain the

"excessive" political power of the retired population, (Grossman and Helpman,
1998; or Mulügan and Sala i Martin, 1999).

Once the new mandatory retirement age has been determined through a voting
process, we analyze its robustness. In other words, we verify whether the chosen
age would have the same popular support in future elections. We obtain that
there exists a stable mandatory retirement age, that is, an age that once it is
reached, remains indefiniteiy,

In the analysis, we also study the relationship between the mandatory retire-
ment age and the redistributive level of the Social Security System. It will be
shown that, when the median voter's wage is lower than the mean, the more re-
distributive the Social Security is, the higher the mandatory retirement age will
be.

In the second. chapter, we focus on the flow of immigrants into developed coun-
tries with comprehensive welfare programs. The public choice approach towards
immigration has gained increasing interest within the literature. For instance,
Simon [19941 provides empirical evidence for a positive impact of immigration on
the social security system in general and pensions in particular. Borjas [1999]
studies the impact (both benefits and costs) of immigration in the United States.
Sholten and Thum [1996] analyze the link between the public pension system and
the immigration policy when pensions are adjusted according to the changes in
wages or prices. They test that the effect of immigration on net wages is ambigu-
ous, however, current pensions will unambiguously be reduced; the old generation
is worse off. Besides, Sholten and Thum find that young workers appreciate the
benefits of additional contributors to the public pension system more highly than
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workers who are close to retirement. Haupt and Peters [1998] consider, in contrast
to Sholten and Thum who assume myopic voting behavior, ñrlly rational agents
and find that stronger economic rationality promotes a more überal policy. Razin
and Sadka [1999] show that even though immigrants may be low-skilled and net
benefi.ciaries of the pension system, all groups living at the time of the immi-
grants' arrival would be better off. Razin, Sadka and Swagel [2002] analyze the
interaction between immigration and tax-transfer policy. They show that low-skill
immigration leads to a lower tax rate on labor income and less generous social
transfers.

It is argued that immigrants are net beneficiaries of the welfare state (health,
education,...). Whether or not it is true that immigrants may be benefi.ciaries of
the social schemes, concerning to social security system, immigration increases
unambiguously the number of taxpayers to the pay-as-you-go system (PAYG). In
addition, since developed countries face an ongoing ageing of the population, the
arrival of immigrants can help to stabilize, at least partially, the budget of the
pension scheme.

In this article we study in an overlapping-generations model in continuous
time how immigration a,ffects the host-population's welfare. We find that, unlike
Sholten and Thum [1996] , the welfare of the oldest native-born individuals (those
who do not coincide with immigrants in the retirement period) unambiguously
increases. However, the final effect on the welfare of the youngest native-born
individuals (those who coincide with immigrants in the retirement period) depends
on the totai (quota) of immigrants and their Iabor productivity of immigrants,
and the own age of the native-born individual. Moreover, if the average labor
productivity of immigrants is high (although always smaller than the native one),
then all native generations would improve with immigration. On the contrary,
unlike Razin and Sadka [1999] , if the labor productivity of immigrants is low
then the youngest native-born individuals would be worst off. Depending on the
Ievel of labor productivity of immigrants, the youngest individuals may prefer
either closed door policy or open door poli,cy. Even more, the older an individual
and the higher the quota is, the more likely the host-population is to benefi.t from
immigration.

Another widely discussed topic is the mandatory retirement age in the public
pension systems. In this paper) in a framework where the government would
implement a new mandatory retirement age, we examine how the immigration
affects the optimal mandatory retirement age of each native-born individual and
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thus how the immigration can exert pressure over the retirement age of the pension
system. On the one hand, for individuals who do not coincide with immigrants
in the retirement period, we find that the influence of the immigration on the
retirement age, either to advance it or to delay it, depends only on the own age of
native-born individual. I¡ addition, with the arrival of the immigrants, the older
an individual is, the more Iikely he is to support a delay in the retirement age. On
the other hand, for individuals who coincide with immigrants in the retirement
period, the own age and also the quota and the labor productivity of immigrants
play a crucial role on the preferences over the retirement age of host-population.
Moreover, if the immigrants have a high (low) labor productivity, the native-born
individual prefers to delay (advance) the retirement age, in order to get a iarger
level of consumptioh (leisure) through higher pension benefits, Even more, the
older an individual and the larger the quota is, the more likely the host-population
is to support a delay in the retirement age.

Last of all, in the second chapter, we provide a numerical example that shows
how the optimal retirement ages of the host-population increases with the immi-
gration. In this sense, immigration would imply a delay in the retirement age of
the pension system. F\-uthermore, we find that this effect increases with the labor
productivity of both immigrants and native-born people.

Finally, in the third chapter we focus on our investigation in the experimental
economic. Lots of recent experimental evidence shows that people care about
other people. For this reason, researchers have begun to develop formal models of
social preferences that assume people are self-interested, but rather they are con-
cerned about the payoffs of others. Among the models designed to capture these
other-regarding preferencés two prominent classes can be distinguished: models
that focus on distributional concerns, and models that focus on a concern for
reciprocity.

The distributionai approach permits subjects to be trotivated not only by
their own material payoff, but also by the final distribution of payoffs. Fehr
and Schmidt [1999], for instance, study a model of inequality aversion in which
individuals suffer negative utility as the distribution of payoffs moves away from
the egalitarian distribution. But individuals may care differently about whether
they are ahead of others or behind them, Bolton and Ockenfels [2000] assume
that subjects are motivated by both their own payoff and their relative payoff
standing, Accordingly, zubjects like the average payoff to be as close as possible
to their own payoff. This model of inequality aversion predicts that people do
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not care about how money is divided among other subjects, i.e., they are not
egalitarian. Thus, a zubject would be equally hrppy if all subjects received the
same payofl or if some were rich and some were poor as long as she received
the average. Andreoni and Miller [20021 , to test the consistency of preferences
for altruism, offer subjects several opportunities to share a surplus with another
anonymous subject where the costs of sharing and the surplus available vary
across decisions. They conclude that subjects exhibit a consistent preference
for altruism. On the other hand,Zizzo and Oswald [20011 study the negatively
interdependent preferences. In their experiment, they vary the price of burning,
namely the amount of their own money that subjects must burn to decrease other
people's money holdings. They found that neariy two-thirds of subjects paid for
impoverishing othei people. Even as the price of burning went up, the percentage
of people who chose to burn other people did not fall substantially.

The main alternatives so far to these distributional preference models are
models that try to capture actions that are conditionai on the actions or intentions
of others. Fbom Sudgen [1984] or Rabin [1993] to Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger

[2003], different theoretical models capturing the reciprocity concern have been
formulated, Parallel, many experimental studies have indicated that reciprocity
considerations are an important component of behavior. Charness and Haruvy

120021, Charness and Rabin 12002j and Offerman [2003] find considerable negative
reciprocity, but limited positive reciprocity. However, McCabe, Rigdon and Smith

[2000] find signifi.cant and statistically significarrt evidence of positive reciprocity.

In order to compare the relative importance of both motivations, Charness and
Rabin [2002] provide a model for modeling reciprocity and üstributional prefer-
ences. In the debate abdut what kind of other-regarding preferences are more
effective in explaining behavior, they find social welfare preferences to be present
in most subjects. They show that subjects are more concerned with increasing
social welfare -sacrificing to increase the payoffs for all recipients, especially low-
payoft's recipients- than with reducing differences in payoffs. These authors find
that subjects are also motivated by reciprocity: they withdraw willingness to sac-
rifice to achieve a fair outcome when others are themselves unwilline to sacrifi.ce.
and sometimes punish r¡nfair behavior.

In summary, experimental evidence suggests both that people are wilüng to
sacrifi.ce their own materiai payoffs to increase or to decrease other people's payoffs
and that people are also motivated by reciprocity, In this respect, this paper, in
a joint work with Jordi Brandts and Enrique Fatás, presents a new experimental
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test to jointly elicit distributional preferences and reciprocal behavior for each
individual. Participants make sequential pair-wise choices between two alternative
states described only by their individual payoffs, Through these binary choices, we
try to elicit to whaú extent subjects are wiiling to sacrifi.ce money (to parametrize
the degree of individual sacrifice). At the same time, our experimentai design
allows us to measure to what extent these same subjects modify, if an¡ their
willingness to sacrifi.ce depending on how other people behave, To the best of our
knowledge, our experimental design is the first attempt to individually compare
both effects or motivations (difference in payoffs and reciprocal behavior).

In our experiment, each binary choice involves a different relative price of
sacrificing own material payoffs. This price variation allows us to test the dis-
tributional preferences beneath and to elicit a sacrifice's degree. In other word.s,
through binary choices we can elicit for each individual both the kind of other-
regarding preferences and the weight of these social preferences in their behavior.
Besides, in order to get a more complete analysis, participants make choices from
two different positions: strong or ahead; and weak or behind. Flom the strong
position, subjects always get a higher payoff than the other participant. On the
contrar¡ from the weak position, subjects always get a lower payoff than the other
participant.

Our experimental design allows us to elicit, first, the willingness to reduce pay-
off differences. As it wili be explained next, the experiment goes on the check for
the existence of reciprocal concerns. To test the role of reciprocit¡ like Charness
and Rabin 12002]¡, we design response games where participant ,i's choice follows a
move by pa"rticipant j's to refuse an outside option, and compare i's behavior with
her behavior given the same sequential binary choices where j had not option at
all.

Our data consist of an experiment with two difierent treatments (distribu-
tional and reciprocity), with 120 participants making 4468 decisions. In line
with Solnick and Hemenway [1998], Bolton and Ockenfels [2000], and Johansonn-
Stenmman et aL Í20021, our results suggest that the ¡elative position matters,
Looking at the individuai data in the distributional treatment, we find that the
elicited distributional preferences from both positions (strong and weak) are sta-
tistically significant different. Amongst other results, we find that mo¡e than half
of respondents sacrifi.ces own material payoffs to increase other's payoffs from a
strong position, Besides, subjects exhibit a less availability to help and a higher
availability to hurt from a weak position.
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In the reciprocity treatment, our results are not consistent with experimental
evidence that maintains that subjects behave reciprocally. We do not find sta-
tistically significant difference comparing subject i's choices makes from identical
choice tables as a function of subject j's choice previously did or did not make. I¡
this stylized experimental design, subjects do not exhibit any reciprocal behavior.
This finding suggests that when subjects make choices from different positions
(strong and weak) about a broad range-of possibilities in the final distribution of
payoffs, then they care about the distribution of payoffs. No matter how other
subjects behave. We could conjecture that subjects seem to pay more attention
to their relative position than to the actions or intentions of other people,
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Chapter 1. Political Election on Retire-
ment Ag"

1.1. Introduction
Nowadays, some industriahzed cor:nt¡ies are modifuing their mandatory retire-

ment age in order to solve the problem of financing of the Social Security System.
For that reason the retirement age has become an important variable in political
economy. In Switzerland, for instance, in 1998 there was a referendum on a single
issue, in which the voters approved of a delay of two years in the female retirement
age within the public pension from 62 to 64 (Btitler,- 2002).

The üterature on political economy of public pensions provide us with many
articles that analyze the theoreticai effects ofthe Social Security System on the in-
dividual retirement decision (Crawford and Lilien, 1981; Burbidge and Robb,1980;
or Sheshinsky, 1978). More recently, Casamatta et aI. (2001) and Conde-Ruiz and
Galasso (2000) have dealt with retirement behaüor in a political economy context
in which there is a voting process on the tax level and the retirement decision is
endogenous.

However, in most of the models of political economy related to Social Security
in which majority voting equilibrium is applied, the mandatory retirement age is
always considered as an exogenously given parameter and people simply accept it.
In these articles, the majority-voting equilibrium is used to choose the tax leve-
in order to determine the size of the Socia.I Security program (Breyer, 1994; or
Marquardt and Peters, 1997)

Here, the chosen variable is different. The precise aim of this paper is to
analyze a majority voting process on the mandatory retirement age. As such, we
determine the optimal one for agents with different ages and wages. We analyze
the voting process and deduce how the composition of the population determines
the retirement age implemented. In other words, we observe the popular support
underlying each retirement proposal.

We consider a continuous distribution of agents on ages and wages. The inter-
esting point here is to analyze how people behave with regard to the retirement
age, not only according to their different wage levels but also to their different ages
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at the moment of voting. L: the model we consider two groups: retired people
and workers. Both have to face an unexpected voting process on retirement age,

Retired people will behave as a homogeneous group and will always prefer the
highest possible retirement age. With regard to the working popuiation, we show
that the optimal retirement age increases with the wage level. Besides, we observe
that the older the workers are, the closer their optimal retirement age is to the
one previously established ("status quo").

The crucial role that the retirees play in the final outcome of the voting process
will be shown. This resuit is in the line of previous papers that explain the

"excessive" political power of the retired population, (Grossman and l{elpman,
1998; or Mulligan and SaIa i Martin, 1999).

Once the new mandatory retirement age has been determined through a voting
process, we analyze its robustness. In other words, we verifu whether the chosen
age would have the same popular support in future elections. We obtain that
there exists a stable mandatory retirement age, that is, an age that once it is
reached, remains indefinitely.

In the analysis, we also study the relationship between the mandatory retire-
ment age and the redistributive level of the Social Security System. It will be
shown that, when the median votet's wage is lower than the mean, the more re-
distributive the Social Security is, the higher the mandatory retirement age will
be.

This chapter is organized as follows: the model is described in the next sec-
tion; the third one derives the majority voting process; the fourth focuses on the
robustness of the chosen retirement age; and the fifih concludes. Some proofs and
examples are provided in the Appendix,

L.2. The model
We consider an economy in a continuous time framework. We assume a con-

stant population where the agents are continuously and uniformly distributed by
age, with no uncertainty about the lengths of their lives, Each individual Iives for
exactly ? years. During the ftst -R years the individual wili be a firll-time wotket,
whereas, during the following 7 [ .R years the individual wi]l be retired. The
agents are continuously distributed on wages, from a minimum to a maximum
wage level, lw*,wv).
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People face an unexpected voting process on the retirement age at an arbitrary
moment of time ú ) 0, so they cannot anticipate it. The elected retirement age is
believed by everybody to remain valid indefinitely.

It is necessary to define an status quo that determines the behavior of people
during the years previous to the moment of voting. The Social Security Program is
a balanced budget "pay as you go" system (PAYG), defined by a intra-generational
redistribution degree and a tax level (o,r) , which will be defined later, and a
status quo retirement age, R"q.

The utility function of the agents over their life-cycle is similar to that of
Crawford and Lilien, (1981) , Robb and Burbidge (1980) , or Sheshinslcy (1978).
These individuals have a stationary and temporaliy independent utility fitnction,
which is separable and strictly increasing in consumption and leisure. We assume
that leisure yields utility to the individual only when he has retired. Therefore,
the only way utiüty coming from leisure can be varied is by changing the retire-
ment age. The pension benefits are received only after they stop working, The
instantaneous utility function is, therefore, as follows

U (ií,ot) : 
" 

("i) -r a (or) (0 .1 )

where ci is the consumption per unit of time Í of agent i. The utility of con-
sumption is twice difierentiable with u' ) 0, u" < 0. Lel 0¿ be the leisure per
unit of time ü, equal for ail agents, the utility of leisu¡e being a @y) : 0, in their
working years and , @n: ?J, in their retirement years. Besides, we assume that
the coefficient of relative risk aversior p, : trcu" (c) l"' G) is non-increasing and
less than one.

Let ó, r be the subjective rate of time preference and the market rate of
interest, respectively. Let u e f.*,ru¡al be the constant wage of an individuai
over time. Let r e [0, l] be the payroll tax rate that finances the pension benefits.
Let p be a constant stream of pension benefits per unit of time, that peopie woulc
get when they have retired, The individual of wage u's problem can therefore be
written as

(0.2)

subject to

T R " S T
f f f

-u *  /  t J ( c¿ , l r )d t :  |  " ( " r )e t r , ' d t+  |  l " ( r , )  + r@)1e t r6 'd t
c t J J J

0 0 R " q
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where

0 0 P t e

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that savings earn no interest and that in-
dividuals do not discount the future, so both discount rates are zero (6: r : 0) .
This parity of the two discount rates implies that each individual will set a con-
stant consumption per unit of time. Thus, the utility of an individual can be
reduced to

(0 4)

(0.5)

We assume that the Social Security system redistributes not only inter-generations
but also intra-generations. Therefore, in a PAYG scheme, the pension benefits
p(u.') will be defined as follows

p(w) : 
#"[(r u a) 'oo * aw]

Rol(T I R"q) being the we]l-known dependency ratio and [(1 [ a) w*aw] a
linear combination of the mean wage ;w, and the individual's wage, t¿. Let a be
the redistribution degree of the Social Security system, a e [0,1], with a : 0
meaning fuIl redistribution, a¡rd a : 1, meaning actuarially fairness.

It is easy to verify that the budget is instantaneously balanced in this system,
In other words, the total tax contribution of the workers is equal to the total
benefits paid to the retired.

At the moment of voting on the retirement age, the agents will have different
amounts of accumulated wealth, r(a,w), depending on their ages, o, their wages,
tu and the current Social Security Program. The accumulated wealth function is
given by the totai income ea¡ned minus total consumption up to the instant at
which the voting process takes place.

T H ' S T
r _ t f
I  c¿e} ' td t :  I  -enr)et r ' td t+ |  pet r , td t

J  J  J '

U(c,0) : Tu(c) + (7 tr R"o-) o

1
c :  

7 (R"qu  
( t  n  r )  +  ( "  D  R"o )p ) .

a < R q

a >  R q

(0.3)

(0.6)

(0.7)
"(r,, ,) 

:  

{

a( tn#)  ( , r r l ( tE r )  rp )

R"c (1 n fi) (u(t ! r) r p)
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This expression describes the pattern of wealth accumulation. There are two
possibilities. If tr(l ü r) n p ) 0, wealth increases linearly with age up to the
point in which o, : Ra. In other words, they save money for retirement. Beyond
that point the agents start to spend their accumulated wealth until ¿ :7, when
wealth is zero, The second possibility happens when u,,(1 E r) [ p < 0. Then
wealth decreases linearly from a:0 till o,: RQ. That is, the agents accumulate
debt in a,linear way. In other words, they are borrowing against their pension

wealth. Flom a : RQ till a : ?, wealth increases (or debt decreases). Again,
when o : 7, wealth is zero. The sign of tl(1 n r) n p depends on the wage.l

Therefore, at that instant ü, the agents will be differentiated by accumulated
wealth, but accu¡nulated wealth is compiete.ly determined by age and wage, To
study the voting process, we divide population into two groups. On one side, the
retired people, older than the current mandatory retirement age, a > R"q. On the
other side, working people, either younger tha¡r or at the compulsory retirement
age, a < -R"q. We then. analyze the optimal retirement age of all the agents, retired
and working. Let R* (o,.) be the optimal retirement age of an agent of age a
and wage tr.

7.2.I. Retired people

Agents older than the status quo retirement age will be retired from the labor
market. It is assumed that they will not come back to this market even though
the chosen retirement age were higher than their present ages. The utility function
of a retired person of age a is defined as

where

(0.8)

(0.e)

p being the constant pension benefits per unit of time that this individual receives
and n(a,'u) the accumulated wealth of the individual at that moment,2

The pension benefits depend positively on ,?.3 Since we assume that retired
people do not return to the labor market whatever the result of the voting process,

tEven though, the accumulated wealth can be negative for all values of a e (0, ?) the results
of the paper a¡e valid.

2The formulas of pension and wealth are very extensive and not necessary for the analysis.
The only important thing is that pension depends positively on retirement age.

3The rearon is becar:se the dependency ratio is increasing in R.

.U (c, a) : (7 n a) (u(c) + u)

" :+Á((" t r  a)p+r(a,w))
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they will always prefer a retirement age as high as possible. The higher the
retirement age is, the higher the pension, the consumption and the utility will
be. For this reason, retired people wiil always vote for the highest retirement age
elrglDle.=

1.2.2. Working people

We focus on the optimal compulsory retirement age of a worker of age o and
wage rr, R* (a,w). Let R be the new mandatory retirement age. The indirect
utility firnction of this worker is given by

(Tna) . (u (c )  +z )  R(a

(0.10)

QDa)u(c )+QDR)u  R2a

** f f rnüp t r (a ,w) )  R(a

r t ( tn ra )w(1  n r )  + ( "n  R)p+r (a ,w) )  R2a
(0 .11 )

with t/(.) continuous for all R, where r is the tax Ievel on wage, r(a,w) the
agent2s accumulated wealth defined by (0,7) and p the pension benefits, which
depend on r and a.5 Fbom the PAYG system, we derive the pension benefits.
These are defined as follows

(J (R;'a4r, : 

{

where . :  

{

(0.12)

aThe retired agent will be indifferent to the retirement ages within this interval
(E"c * Q I a), T) . In spite of this, we assume that he will always choose the highest proposal
retirement age.

5We must distinguish between two differents parts in the utility function according to whether
R is lower or higher than the age of individual, a.

When R ( a, his income will only be his pension, given that he is retired. However, when
R ) a, he will earn a wage during his remaining working life and the pension benefits during
his retirement.

On the other hand, whenever R ( a, the utility of leisure will remain the same, regardless of
the value of E. However, whenever R )- a,, if R changes, then the leisure years, (? [ R), change
and so does the utiJity.
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where W : (7 | a) oo * aw. We can therefore rewrite the indirect utility function
in (0.10) and (0.11) as

Q n a) (u (ffirw * fr;tr(a,ru)) + u)
R ( a

(Tn  a) " (# , ( (Rt r  a )w( r  n r )  *  Rrw t r (a , r l , ' ) ) )  +  (T  a  R)u
R2a

(0.13)

Proposition 1.1. Let a < .R"q. The utitity functi,on (J (R;a,u) i,s si,ngle-peaked,
in R. Moreot)er, R* (a,w) 2 a.

Proof. Flom the flrst and second derivatives of the utility ñrnction of an inü-
vidual of age a and wage 1r, we derive:

(J (R; a,.,, : 

{

#:{
(Tna)u,(c)rwff i  E(¿

u ' ( c ) (w  (1  t r  r )  + r ( ( 1  D  a )oo  *aw) ) ru  R ) -  a

(0.14)

^ó__. \ | tr o ürI{ ("' @) ffi *u" (c)rw&) R ( a
a2u (.\ |r¿ -  ¿ (0.15)aR2 I

|  f r r u " ( " ) ( - ( 1  t r r )  + r ( ( 1  üc l ) o *aw) )2  R ) -a

Fbom (0.14) we observe that for R e [O,a], the function is strictly increasing
with respect to the retirement age, Flom (0.15) we observe that for R e [a,7], the
utility frrnction is strictly concave. Therefore, the utiüty function of each individ-
ual will have a unique optimum either on the age of the individual, R* (a,w) : ¡¡
or to the right of his age, R* (o,w) > a. As such, we can deduce that preferences
are single-peaked on retirement age.6 Q.E,D,

6Own age may be the optimal retirement age, although at R: a the fi:nction is not d.erivable.
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We now can obtain the optimal mandatory retirement age of an individual
of age a and wage tr,r. An interpretation for this result is the foliowing. Voting
for R* (o,r) < a is always worse than voting for fi* (o,r) : o, since both have
the same positive effect on leisure (they cannot retire before the election day),
and the first one has a more negative effect in the pension beneflts, Due to the
single-peakedness of the preferences, the median voter theorem can be applied.
The next step is to study the retirement decision of this median voter. To do so,
we arralyze the sign of 0R l0a and 0R* f 0w.

I.2.2.L. Heterogeneity on ages

Let us now focus. on individuals with. the same wage level but with different
ages.

Proposit ionL.2. Let a,á E ¿"c. I f  A> at l tenlR- @,,w) D trql  < lR- (o,r)  !  R"ql  .
The older an inüui,dual i,s, the closer his opti,mal retirement age wtll be to that of
the status quo.

Proof. FYom Proposition 1.1, the optimal retirement age of each individual is al-
ways higher than or equal to his orñ¡n age, R* (o,u) ).. a. Two different possibilities
therefore arise:

- When R* (o,w) > a.We calculate 0R* (a,w) l\a. FYom the F.O.C. of the
utility function (0.13), using the implicit firnction theorem and after some simpli-
fications we obtain

(0 .16)

If the optimal retirement age is higher (less) than that of the status quo,
R* (o,w) > Rt (R. (o,u) < F'  t ¡ ,  then ER* (a,w) /Ea < 0 (> 0). t

- When R* (a, u) : a. It is easy to verify that increases in a leads to increases
in the optimal retirement age, l?* (o,.) (recall Proposition 2.1.). Q.E.D

Therefore, increases in a takes R* (o,r,) cioser to R"q. Flom this proposition
it can be deduced that all the individuals in the same wage level will consider
their optimal retirement ages either higher or lower than R"q. I¡r other words, if
an individual of wage t¿ has his R* (o,r) < R"q then any other individual, with
the same wage but of a different age, ñ , cannot have his R. (A,u) > Ra.

7If for a given wage level tr.,, R*(a,u) : Rq, then the optimal retirement age of all the
worke¡s with that given wage t^t,t will be the same.

0R. (a,w)
.0a

R q  I  R *  ( a , w )

Tt ra
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In summary, individuals with the same wage level will have their optimal
retirement ages ordered with respect to age toward status quo retirement age,
R"c.

The underlying economic intuition is as follows. Since the agents had planned
his consumption regarding the previous retirement age, r?"q, his accumulated
wealth will be related to this status quo situation, and so this accurmrlated wealth
will work like a magnet towards R"q. Consequently, the older an individual is, the
more weight his accumulated wealth will have, and so his optimal R* (a,tu) will
be closer to fi'r.

I.2.2.2. Heterogeneity on wagef

We now focus on the retirement decision of agents of the same age but with
different wage levels.

Proposition 1-.3. Let a { R*c. If R* (o,w) > a then 0R* (o,.) l7ta > 0.

Proof. Flom the F.O.C. of the maximization problem of the utility firnction
(0.13), the implicit function theorem and after some simplifications we obtain

[1 r 7 (1 p a)] [u/ (c)(1 n p,")]
(u (1 ! r) + rw)2 u" (c) fr;

This equation is strictly positive since the elasticity of marginal utility p, is less
than one. Q.E.D.

Thus, when R* (o,*) > a, the optimal retirement age for agents of the same
age wiü be increasing with their wage leveis.8

However, if R- (a, u) : a it could be that 0R* (a,w) l}w : 0. There would
therefore be individuals with the same optimal retiremeit age in spite of their
different wages. We have seen that the utility function is composed of two different
parts, when R ( ¿ the utiüty.function is increasing with respect to the retirement
age and when R 2 a it is strictly concave. The utility ñrnction is continuous in R
but it is not derivable. When the maximum of the strictly concave part is to the
left of a then the real optimum of the utility function is .R* (o, w) : a. We have

sThis result underlines the crucial role of the coefficient of relative risk aversion value. If
pr were higher than one, we would obtain the opposite outcome, that is, the richer the worker
were. the ea¡lier he would prefer to be retired.

(0 17)
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shown that this maximum is increasing with respect to the wage. Therefore, we
can find some maxima related to different wages and the same age) all of which
are lower than a. This implies that the optimal letirement age for all of these
wage levels is the present age of the individuals, o.

The older the worker is, the more likely that his optimal retirement age be
equal to his age. In such cases it may be that increases in wage do not lead to
increases in the optimal retirement age for agents of the same age. The reason for
this is that the older the individual is, the more relative weight his leisure has.
We could therefore find some age at which all agents might have the same optimal
mandatory retirement age.

1.3. Majority voting process

We now explain what would happen if the population could choose a new
mandatory retirement age in a democratic process through a pairwise majority
voting system. In such a process, R"q does not have to be one of the two options.
We first analyze the retired people's decision, the worker's decision and the result
of the voting process, and then test the robustness and the stability of the chosen
mandatory retirement age.

1.3.1. The retired people's choice

Given that they do not return to the labor market, to increase their pension
benefits retired people will vote for the highest retirement age possibie in any
voting process) independently of their incomes and ages.e

We suppose that they are always less than fifby per cent of the population.
Thus, the median or decisive voter belongs to the working group analyzed below.

L.3.2. The worker's choice

We shall start by analyzing the individuais who have just entered to the labor
market. That is, agents of age a : 0. Given that they do not have any accumulated
wealth, the optimal retirement age for these people is independent of the previous

eThe¡e may be elections in which some retired. people will be indifferent to both to the
retirement ages proposed. In such cases, we assume that they will always vote for the highest
one.
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status quo retirement age. Besides, since R* (0, r) > 0, a continuous distribution
of wages will be related to a continuous and monotonically increasing distribution
of optimal retirement ages,lo

Fbom the optimal retirement ages of the individuals of &g€ o : 0 we derive the
optimal ones for the rest of the working population, depending on their ages (see
(0.16)), their wages (see (0.17)) and the previous retirement age, R"e. See figure
1 .

Flom Proposition 7.2., if follows that the older an agent is, the closer to R"c
his optimal retirement age will be. And from Proposition 1.3, it follows that when
R* (o,w) ) a, increases in wages lead to increases in the optimal retirement age.

1.3.3. The elected retirement age

This democratic process will lead us to a retirement age that will be a Con-
dorcet winnet, which edsts from the median voter theorem. Let Ru be the manda-
tory retirement age chosen through this majority voting process and which is
considered by everybody to be indefinitely valid,

Flom now on, we shall call the optimal retirement age of each individual peaks.
For instance, Rsc leaving more than fifty per cent of peaks below means that more
than fifty per cent of the population has its optimal retirement age(s) Iower than
R"q, See fi.gure 2.

The fi.gure suggests that there is like a threshold u., in such a way the society is
divided into two groups of equal size in the equiiibrium. The group of individuals
that wants to postpone retirement is the rich one and the group that wants to
move it backwards is the poor one, and, as we said before, inside two groups, the
older the indviduals a less impact in retirement want,

7.3.4. Chosen retirement age and level of redistribution

One of the most interesting aspects of Social Security Programs is how redis-
tributive are. In this section, we analyze how the redistribution level of pension
benefits affects the retirement age. To do so, we make a comparative static exer-
cise.

We first study how the optimal mandatory retirement age of each individual
is affected by the redistributive level of the S.S. system. Secondly, we compare

10We assume a constant value t' of the utility of leisure such that R* (0, tu) > 0.
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two S.S. systems with the same tax rate and status quo retirement age, but with
different degrees of redistribution, and then analyze the chosen retirement age
under each system.

With respect to the optimal mandatory retirement age, we derive the following
proposition.

Proposition L.4. Consi,der an agent wi,th a wage leuel of w < w (w > u). The
more redi,stri,buti,ue the Soci,al Securi,ty System i,s, the hi,gher (lower) his opti,mal
ret'irement age will be.

Proof. We need to find out the sign of 0R* (a,w) /0a. Flom F.O.C. of maximiza-
tion problem (0.13)r the impücit function theorem and after some simplifi.cations,
we obtain

(0 .18)

Assuming that the coefficient of relative risk aversion, p' is lower than the unity,
i f  Tu  <  a  (w >  o)  then H (o ,w)  l0a  <  0  (>  0 ) .  Q.E.D.

In short, we obtain that the redistribution of the S. S. system changes the
retirement decision of the individual. Concretely, if an individual has a wage level
lower than the mean, a more redistributive system leads to an increase in his
optimai retirement age. On the contrary, if an individual has a wage level higher
than the mean, the optimal retirement age decreases with the redistribution.

Let us now to compare the effects of the redistribution on the chosen retirement
age through the analysis of two economies with the same tax level, T, and status
quo retirement age, R"q but with different levels of redistribution (o1, o2). Let
Ri. be the chosen mandatory retirement age with a given redistribution degree
Q.¿.

Proposit ion l - .5.  Let a1 1az. I f  R",  < (>) R.(a,o). for al l  a,  then RZ, >
(<)  R" " '

Proof 1.5: See Appendix.

Therefore, a higher level of redistribution will lead to a higher chosen retire-
ment age, whenever the optimal retirement age for all individuals with a mean
wage is higher than the retirement age chosen. The underlying economic intuition
is that, given that the agents wiih optimal retirement ages lower or equal to the
one chosen will have wages lower than the mean, a higher redistribution levei will
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increase their wealth and, therefore, they wiil raise their optimal retirement ages,
leading to an increase in the retirement age chosen.

This result is more likely the greater the difference between the mean and
the median wage is. Namely, the chosen retirement age in the societies wili be
an increasing function of the difference between the mean and the median wage.
Likewise, as retired people vote for the highest retirement age possible, the more
weight retired people have in the voting process, the less likely it is that a higher
degree of redistribution wili lead to a higher retirement age being chosen. This
shows the crucial role that retired people play in the final outcome of the voting
Drocess,

1.4 The robustness of the chosen retirement age
Once a new mandatory retirement age, R", is chosen, it is interesting to verify

whether J?" would havs the sarne popular support in other voting process. There-
fore, we assume that there will either be another unexpected voting process, or
that this process will happen at least 7 years later, This analysis allows us to
observe how the retirement decision of the population changes from the previous
voting process, by changing the status quo from Rq to R'.

Flom now on we distinguish between two different elections, Let ú be the
instant when the first voting process takes place and ú * ? the instant when the
following voting process takes place at least 7 years later,

The chosen retirement age in ú will become the status quo retirement age in
ú * 1, that i", ü: Ailt. ..
Definition L.L. R;o is steady i,f Rí: Rfq for all ú.

When the retirement age chosen in the voting process coincides with that of the
status quo, Rfq, this age Rf will remain steady. This meansthat rqq leaves already
the fifty per cent of the peaks in each side. In the second voting process) the status
quo will be the same, Ei|, : Ri : Rin, and, therefore, nothing changes. There
will be the same percentage of retired people and workers and their preferences
will be identical, so the results will be repeated and so on, Consequently, the
retirement age wiil be stable.

Proposition l-.6. Let Ri < R;o then Rl*, < ftf{, = Rí.

Proof 1,6: See Appendix.
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In words, Rf leaves fifby per cent of peaks to both sides in the first voting
process, but in the second one, Rl : RíL, will leave more than or equai to fifty
per cent of peaks below it, Hence, from the first voting process to the second one
the number of the peaks below or equal to Rf wili never decrease. Therefore, the
elected retirement age in the second voting process) &*r, *ill never be higher
than ,Rf[1.

In the second part of the Appendix we show some examples where the percent-
age of peaks below or equal to Ri increases in the next voting process, in order
to illustrate how the popular support for the retirement age chosen, changes from
one election to the next.

On the other hand, when R; > R;o,.the following voting process may entail
any possibility, i.e,, $fi may leave more, Iess or equal to fifüy per cent of peaks
below it.rl This is because when the status quo retirement age increases from
one voting process to the other, Rilt : Rí > R;o , it generates both positive and
negative effects on the distribution of the peaks. ff+r may therefore be higher,
lower or equal to Rilrr.t'

In summary, the retirement age chosen in the first voting process could not
mantain its level of support in another, This demonstrates the importance of the
status quo retirement age, R"q, in the process. On one hand, it determines the
composition of population, i.e., number of workers and retirees. On the other
hand, identical individuals under different R'q could have distinct preferences
regarding the retirement age.

I.A.L. The stable retirement age

The next step in our analysis is to verify whether a stable retirement age
can be obtained. We state it in the following proposition, Let .R" be the stable
mandatory retirement age,

Proposition L.7, Gi,uen o, wage di,stri,buti,on and Soci,al Securi,ty parameters,
(o,r), for any Rq 'i,s fulfil led that for any period ú lim,Rfq : R. Besid,es R

is un'ioue.

llAlthough it is not possible to know whether Rf*, will be higher or lower than Rffr, one
can easily show that, when Ef > R;0, the retirement age chosen in period ¿ + 1, Rt+l, will be
higher than Eiq.

12In the Appendix we explain these positive and negative effects in greater detail.
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Proof 1.7: See Appendix.

Ilence, a R" will be reached, regardless of the initial status quo retirement age.
It is noteworthy to note that the stable retirement age may be achieved in a finite
nurnber of periods.

1.4.1.1. Stable retirement age and level of redistribution

Once again, we analyze the relationship between the level of redistribution of
the Social Security System and the stable retirement age,

Let R| be the stabie retirement age with a determined redistribution a¿. Let
R. (0,w) be the optimal retirement age f9r an individual of age a = 0 and a wage
o f u : o .

Proposition 1.8. If at < a2 then Ini, I R.(O,o)l . lnL üR-(0,a2)1. The
more redistri,buti,ue a Sociol Securi,ty System is, the closer R will be to R.(0,w).

Proof 1.8: See Appendix.

Flom this proposition we derive how the steady retirement age is affected by
the level of redistribution of the Social Security depending on the relationship
between the median voter's wage and the mean wage. Let tli be the wage such
that, "R*(4, ul) : rBi for any age ¿. Consequently, this wage w"o. will be the
median voter's wage. If it is Iower than the mean wage, w"o. ( a, then a Social
Security Program with a higher redistribution would lead to a higher retirement
age. Symmetrically, when trf, )'w, a higher redistribution would lead to a lower
retirement age.

This anaiysis demonstrates the importance of retired people and the weight
they carry in the voting process. If retired people did not vote, the median voter's
wage would be the median wage. Vlhenever the median wage is lower than mean
wage, which is realistic, a S.S. Program with greater redistribution would therefore
Iead to a higher stabie retirement age, But when retired people participate in the
voting process, this result does not always hold. What is important here is not
the relationship between the median and the mean wage, but the relationship
between the mean wage and the median voter's wage) which, when retired people
are included, is no ionger the median wage. There could be cases, therefore, in
which the median wage would be lower than the mean wage, and yet the median
voter's wage would be higher than the mean. A higher redistribution would be
therefore reiated to a lower retirement aee.
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L.4.L.2. Steady retirement age and wage distribution

Finally, we give another example of the great importance of the retired popu-
lation in the choice of the mandatory retirement age. Let us compare two societies
with the same Social Security system (o, r) but with different wage distributions:
with the same mean wage but with different medians, We consider a realistic
situation by assuming that, in both cases, the median wage is lower than the
mean.

We study two different settings: one in which retired people are included and
another in which they are not.

In the case without retired people, the mediat voter is the worker with the
median wage. Thus, the society with the higher median wage will have a median
voter with a higher wage, Consequently, from (0.i7), this society will also have a
higher retirement age,

In the second case, however, when retired people is included, the median voter
is no longer the agent with the median wage, Here, the median voter has a wage
level that is either higher or lower than the mean wage, but always higher than
the median wage.

If we suppose that in both societies the median voter's wage is higher than
the mean, the more egaütarian society could have a median voter's wage,l3 In
this case, from (0.17), the most egalitarian society will have a lower mandatory
retirement age.

Consequently, the presence of retired people might alter the relation between
the median wages and the retirement age chosen, If the percentage of retirees is
large enough to raise the median voter's wage above the mean, there could be
situations in which the economy with a higher median wage could have a lower
mandatory retirement age.

1.5. Conclusions
In this study we have analyzed a voting process on the mandatory retirement

age. We studied the behavior of heterogeneous agents, by age and by wage, with
regard to their choice of the optimal retirement age. We have shown that the

13A egalitarian society is one with less wage dispersion. That is, it has more people receiüng
a wase that is close to the mean wase.
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optimal mandatory retirement age increases with the wage level. The results also
show that the older the workers are, the closer their optimal retirement age wii
be to the status quo age. The intuition behind this is the increasing weight of
weaith and leisure as people grow older.

We have proven that the retirement age chosen at a given moment couid
not mantain the same popular support in future elections. It is indeed possible
however to find a retirement age which leaves fifty per cent of the population on
either side indefinitely,

When we have seen how the level of redistribution of the S.S. system affects
the mandatory retirement age. The results clearly depend on the position of the
median voter's wagé.in relation to the mean one.

We have obtained ihat if the median voter's wage were larger (Iower) than the
mean , the more redistributive Social Security System would have a Iower (higher)
mandatory retirement age. With this sdreme we have also shown the crucial role
of rethed people in the majority voting process. Although a median wage that is
higher than mean is unlikeiy, the presence of the retired people raises the median
voter's wage and such a situation is indeed possible.

A natural extension of this study, for future researches, is to introduce the
problem of aging, With aging, the percentage of retired people will increase and,
therefore, the retirement age will go up, since the larger the percentage of retired
people, the higher the retirement age wiil be.

It would also be interesting to analyze how the arrival of immigrants affects
not only the Social Security budget but also the mandatory retirement age.
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I.7. Appendix
I.7 .7. Proofs of Propositions

L.7.I .L. Proposit ion 1.5.

,Rf,, leaves 50% of. the peaks below, We have to prove that if RZ, < Rir@,w)
for all a, a decrease in the redistribution leads to a lower retirement age chosen.
That is, with the new reüstribution level a2, R!, will leave more than 50% of the
peaks below and, therefore, R'o, a R'rr.

First step: We prove that, given that r?!, < ,R;, (o,-) for ail a, for any pair
(o,*) such that RLr(o,tr) ( R!, , tf oz j oi then R\r(o,-) < l?;,

If RZ, < Rár(o, o) for all a, then for any pair (a, tr.') such that .R|, (a, tr) ( R!, ,
from (0.17), the wage must be lower than the mean, u < @.

We divide the optimal retirement ages Ri,(a,,u) ( R!, into El,(o,w): a
and .Ri, (a,w) > a.

For any pair (a,'u) such that -R!, > RLr(o,.): a, from Proposition 1.1, if
a2 )  al  then R|r(o,w) :  a.

For any pair (a,u') such that.R!, > RLr@,*) > a, from (0,18), tf. a2 > a1
then Rir(a,ür) < R|,(o,u).

Therefore, given that RZ, < Rlr(o,oo) for all a, if d,2 ) e.7, then r?ir(a,2,) (
R!, for any pair (a,tu) such that Ri,(o,.) < Ri,. That is, the percentage of
peaks below or equal to Ri, does not decrease with a lower redistribution.

Second step: We prove that, given that R!, 4 Rl, @,-) for all a, a lower
redistribution increases the optimai mandatory retirement ages below .R!,. We
focus on RZ, > R\r(a,u) > a.

For any pair (4,ñ) such that -R|,(a,ú) : R:, > a, from (0.18), if. a2 > a1
then R|r(a,ú) : R)L,(a,ú) : R'*, if and only if (o >)ú > ñ.

For any pair (a,ú) such that Ri,@,ú) : RZ, ) a, from (0.17) we obtain
RL,(o,-) > R;, (a,ñ) : l?!, for ail. ut € (ú,ú).

For any pair (a,0) such that R\r(a,6): RZ, > a, from (0.17) we obtain
RLr(o,w) < R\"(a,ñ) : R!, for all T¿ € (ú,ú).
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Therefore, we show that there are agents with a wage of u e (ñ,6) such that
RLr(o,w) > R9", but R|r(a, u) < R9.,. That is, the percentage of peaks below or
equal to l?!, will increase with a lower redistribution.

In summary, given that the overaü percentage of peaks below R!, wiII be
more than 50% with a lower redistribution degree, RZ, < RZ,. Analogously, if
R'., > R*(a,co) for all a, then R'., > R;r. Q.E.D.

L.7 .I.2. Proposition 1.6.

We want to verify whether when the status quo retirement age decreases from
one voting process to the other, Ril, < .Rfq, the number of peaks below or equal
to Rl :.Ri{, never'decreases.

We know that .Ri (0,t1¡ : El*r (0,u.') for any u € fu*,w¡al, so any agent with
a:0 andRi(0, 'u)  (  R!  wi l lkeep,Rj* r (O, t r )  (  Rí :  Ri l r .  F lom (0.16)  i f  an
agent of &gE a :0 has Ri*, (0, tr) ( .Ri{, then all workers with the same wage
will have 4*r(o,.¿) ( nilr. Therefore individuals with a ) 0 and Ri @,u) < ry
will also mantain rRi*, (a, u) < Ei : Riír.Q,E,D.

1.7.1.3. Proposition 1.7.

Let p"iq be the percentage of peaks below .Riq.

First step. Let Rf : Riq.,i."., lio :50%. Flom Definition 1.1. if.fiq : p7
then Rf : R'.

Second step. Let R; < R;0. This implies that pis > 50%. Besides ü : ü1, <
Riq implies that ¡L,il, < píq.If Rl (0, rr) 2 R;n > Rifl1, from (0.16) and (0.17)
there exists a wage level Trfq e (w*,u¡a] such that for any age Ri @,.ín) : Rio.
Therefore, pío is composed of people of age a € [0, Riq] and with a wage tl €
[.*,yíol und 4ifi will be composed of people of age o € {0, Eiflr] and a wage of
w € lw*,u,ifr] with toff, being the wage such that H*, (o,.ilr) : .Ri$r. Given
that Ri$1 < R;0, from (0.17), if .q+1 (0,-flr) < R; (O,,rufq) then -i1, <.ín.
Hence, piL < ttín.

If Ri (0, ,*) < Rfq bui .R} (0, **) 2 ü : Ri{, then pin ir composed of
people with age o 6 [9,Rjq] and wage ?, e fw*,w¡¿l and pif, will be composed
of people of age o € 10, Rffl,] and with a wage of w e lw*,trif,] with u)íL e
(w*,wvl. Once again, pií, < ltí1.
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If Ri (0, uM) < Ri = Ril, < R;0, l"io i" composed of people with an age of
¿ € [0,r?iq] and a wage of.u e lw*,uwl and p,il, will be composed of people
with an age of a e [0, nifr] and a wage of ,r¿ € lw^,wul. Given that Ri$, < R;0,
again, píI, < t"í0.

Fbom Proposition 1.5, we have r$*, ( .Rjlr, which implies that ¡-{[, > 50%.
Therefore, whenever p;q > 50Vo we have p,fq > pifi
a bounded and decreasing monotonic sequence of. p,il^ which converges, what
implies that .Rjq converges to R". Moreover, since Rfq converges to r?", a period
tt can be for:nd such that lnif n Rgol < ó for any ó, which, by continuit¡ implies
that lp,if ! 50%l ( e for any r.

Third step. Let.Rg.> R;o.In this case p,lrq < 5A%.If 4(0,ut^) ) Ri =
Rí1,> rRfq then pio: tilt:0%. But p"Q:0% leails to R ) Hq, therefore, in
such cases ,R"q wiII increase at least up to Ri (0,*,*): Rl = &1_, > ü0.

If i$ (0, w^) > Riq but R; (0, tu-) ( ü = Rilr, then there exists a wage level
uíL e fu^,wu) such that ,s (0, ,í1) : fif but from (0.16) H,*, (o,.í1) :
^Rifl1 for any age. In this case pfq : 0% but pifl, will be composed of people with
an age of a € [o,n;1,] and a wage of w e lw^,*í1r1. Hence, píI¡ > pí0.

If R} (0, t¿-) ( R;o < Ri = Rilr, then there exists a wage level u.'fq e [w^,w¡a)
such that ü (o,.ío) : Pq"?. In this case pfq is composed of people of age a €
[0, R;q] and a wage of u € fo*,ü.'r'q] but pif, will be composed of people of age
¿ e [0, Rfflr] and a wage of. u e l.*,-ilr). Hence, píL > pí0.

In summary, if p"q : 0% then the status quo retirement age is increasing, and
with p"0 > 0% we have just proven that ¡\1, > l";n.Besides, Ri{, may be higher,
lower or equal to Rf*r, which implies that p,il, may be higher, lower or equal
to 50V0. If pi|, > 50% we would revert to one of the previous cases, 1 or 2. If
pi\ < 50% the same réasoning can be applied, then one can conclude that this
sequence converges to 50%. Q.E.D,

7.7 .L4. Proposit ion 1.8.

Let a1 1 az. LeL wfl. be the wage such that .R*(a, uZn) : .Ri for all any
age. The percentage of peaks below Ri, is composed of people with an age of
¿ e f0, Rir] and a wage of ,r¿ € lr^,r""r)' and the percentage of peaks_below 41,
is composed of people with an age of a € 10, RirJ and a wage of ut € l.^,.".r1 .

Letwl,  < a. f rom (0.17) and (0.18) -R-(0,uir)  > R.(0,tr . , i , )  only i f .ut i">
rr,f,,. Given that R* (0, -1, ) : Rl, and Rl, leaves fifby per cent of peaks below it,
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R-(0,tuir) being equal to Ri, would have to leave fifby per cent of peaks below
it, but it would be composed of people with an age of a € [0, ̂ Rir] and a wage of
u € lw*,u;r]. That is, more than 50%. Therefore, in a soóiety *ith az ( o1 the
stable retirement age must veri$z that ,Ri, : R* (0, wL) <.R* (0, tr,,l, ) : Ri,.

Analogously, if tr.'i, ) o then R!." > Ai,. Q,E.D.

L.7.2. Examples

L.7.2.t. Changing the elected mandatory retirement age

Here we show two examples in which Ri < R;0, and where the percentage of
peaks below or equál to -Rf increases in period ú * 1, i.e., examples where,E;"*, will
be lower than Ri[t, in order to illustrate how changes in the status quo can affect
popular support for the retirement age chosen.

Example 1: If R| (0,.r) > R;, from (0.17) there exists a wage level t¿" such
ihat Ri (0,.") : Rí < fifq. FYom (0.16) we know that since Ri (0, w") <.Rfq, for
any a > 0 then H @,w') > -Rf . However, since Rl*, (0, tr") :,Rifr, from (0.16)
for any a > 0 then rRj*t (a,.") : Rí|, : R;. In summary, RI (a,1¿.') > Ri for
a > 0 but R)*, (o,.'): Rilr: -Rf for a¡1y a.

Moreover, given that R;(Rí,w') > R;, if 4(Rí,.^) < R;., from (0.17)
there exists a wage level 6 e fw^,'u") such that R| (Ri,q : R; and there-
fore,  f rom (0.16)  and (0.17)  R;(ü, - )  >  Rf  but  &*r (RÍ ,w) :  Ri l r : .R; ' for
any u € lñ,w"). If ,Ri (ü,.^) > Rí, from (0,16) and (0,17) R; (Ri,u,') > R! but
Ri*t(Ri,*) : Rí|t: Rl for any ür e fu*,u') .

Example 2: If R| (0,ui*¡ < Rf but R; (R;,.r) > Rf , from (0.16) rhere exisrs
an age ñ such that Rj @,r*) - Rí. Therefore, given that 4*r (0,.*) < F{'|r,
from (0.16) Ri @,r*) >.Rf but Rí*r(o,.r) < Ril, = Rf for ary a € @, R;) .

Moreover, given that R;(Rí,.*) > R;, i f  R;(Rí,u*) 1.Rf, from (0.17)
there exists a wage level 6 e fw^,tuu) such that ft| (R;,ú) : Rf, and therefore,
from (0.16) and (0.17) Ri(Ri,u) > Ri but B]*, (H,-): üír: Rf for any
w e l6 ,w") . I f  R i@í,u^)  2  Rf ,  f rom (0.16)  and (0.17)  R;(R; ,u)  > Ef  but
Ri+r(N,r) - üír: Rl for arry w e lw^,w') .

We have shown two examples in which the percentage of peaks below Rf will
be higher in the next voting process.

L.7.2.2. Effects from increasing the status quo retirement age
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When the status quo retirement age increases from one voting process to the
other, P.fí, = Rí > R;n, it generates two different effects on the distribution
of peaks. Hete, we show an example that illustrates these positive and negative
effects on the peaks below Rf in the next voting process.

On one hand, the percentage of retired people will be lower in period ú * I
than in period ú, since the status quo retirement age will increas", fffi > R;0.
\Mhile in period ú people of age o e (R;o ,.Riflrl are already retired, in the following
period, ú * 1, the people of the same age will be workers,

At period ú, retired people with a € (R;o,.Rffl1l have H @,rll) > fif . This
group always prefers a retirement age as high as possible. If R; (0, ut,n) 1 ü,
from (0.17) there dxists a wage level t¿e such that €j (0,*") : ry. Thérefore,
f rom(0 .16)  and(0 .17)  4@,w)>Ri  bu t .R{ * r (o , * )  <E i l ,  =R l fo r  anyase
o e (R;o,Eifr] and wage u € fw^,tr,'"1, Thus, these positive effects increase the
percentage of peaks below Ril, = iRf from one voting process to the other.

There is also another change in the distribution of peaks. In period ú, indi-
viduals with a : 0 and w' have ,Rj (0, w') :.R.!. Flom (0.16) agents with o > 0
and wu will have 4, @,u') < Rf. Besides, there are individuals with 6, e (0, Rlq)
andr.¿r e (ru ' ,w1a)who haveR)(d,t t ) :  -Rf,Thus,from(0.16), individualswith
a >G, and'¿¿; € ( ." ,w¡alhave Ri@,u) < Iü,  but in period t+1, given that
^q+1 (0, ,) > ülr: .Rf for any u e (w',,u¡a] , identical individuals will have

4,*r(o,.) > Ri|, : ry. Hence, the negative effects from one voting process to
the other reduce the percentage ofpeaks below H = Rí|r.

Since there exist positive and negative effects and it can not be shown that
one is always higher than'the other, then Rf*, may be higher, Iower or equal to
R:1 ,.
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Figure 0,1: Optimal retirement age of working population.
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Figure 0.2: The chosen mandatory retirement age.
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Qhapter, 2. Immigration, welfare and
retrrement age.

2.L. Introduction
The flow of immigrants into developed countries with comprehensive welfare

programs has attracted attention in recent years. Consequently, the pubüc choice
approach towards immigration has gained increasing interest within the üterature.
For instance, Simon [19941 provides empirical evidence for a positive impact of
immigration on the social security system in general and pensions in particular.
Borjas [1999] studies the impact (both benefi.ts and 

-costs) 
of immigration in the

United States, Sholten and Thum [1996] analyze the link between the public
pension system and the immigration policy when pensions a,re adjusted according
to the changes in wages or prices. They test that the effect of immigration on net
wages is ambiguous, however, current pensions will unambiguousiy be reduced; the
old generation is worse off. Besides, Sholten and Thum find that young workers
appreciate the benefits of additional contributors to the public pension system
more higlüy than workers who are close to retirement. Haupt and Peters [1998]
consider, in contrast to Sholten and Thum who assume myopic voting behavior,
fully rational agents and find that stronger economic rationaüty promotes a more
liberal policy, Razin and Sadka [1OOO] strow that even though immigrants may
be low-skilled and net benefi.ciaries of the pension system, all groups living at the
time of the immigrants' arrival would be better off. Razin, Sadka and Swagel

[20021analyze the interaction between immigration and tax-transfer policy. They
show that low-skill immigration }eads to a Iower tax rate on labor income and less
generous social transfers.

It is argued that immigrants are net benefrciaries of the welfare state (health,
education,.,.). Whether or not it is true that immigrants may be beneficiaries of
the social schemes, concerning to social security system, immigration increases
unambiguously the number of taxpayers to the pay-as-you-go system (PAYG). In
addition, since developed countries face an ongoing ageing of the population, the
arrival of immigrants can help to stabilize, at least partially, the budget of the
pension scheme.

In this article we study in an overlapping-generations model in continuous time
how immigration affects the host-population's welfare, Besides, to assess the true
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impact of immigration, a dynamic perspective is needed, and we take into account
that at some point in the future immigrants will start coilecting benefits. We
find that, unlike Sholten and Thum [19961 , the welfare of the oldest native-born
individuals (those who do not coincide with immigrants in the retirement period)
unambiguously increases. However, the final effect on the welfare of the youngest
native-born individuals (those who coincide with immigrants in the retirement
period) depends on the total (quota) of immigrants and their labor productivity
of immigrants, and the own age of the native-born individual. Moreover, if the
average labor productivity of immigrants is high (although always smaller than the
native one), then all native generations would improve with immigration. On the
contrary, unlike Razin and Sadka [19991 , if the labor productivity of immigrants is
Iow then the young-est native-born individuals woul{ be worst off. Depending on
the level of labor productivity of immigrants, the youngest individuals may prefer
either closed door poli'cy or open door policy. Even more, the older an individual
and the higher the quota is, the more likely the host-population is to benefit from
immigration.

Another widely discussed topic is the mandatory retirement age in the public
pension systems. In this paper, in a framework where the government would
implement a new mandatory retirement age) we examine how the immigration
affects the optimal mandatory retirement age of each native-born individual and
thus how the immigration can exert pressure over the retirement age of the pension
system. On the one hand, for individuals who do not coincide with immigrants
in the retirement period, we find that the influence of the immigration on the
retirement age, either to advance it or to delay it, depends only on the own age of
native-born individual. In addition, with the arrival of the immigrants, the older
an individual is, the more likely he is to support a delay in the retirement age. On
the other hand, for individuals who coincide with immigrants in the retirement
period, the own age and also the quota and the labor productivity of immigrants
play a crucial role on the preferences over the retirement áge of host-population.
Moreover, if the immigrants have a high (Iow) Iabor productivity, the native-born
individual prefers to delay (advance) the retirement age, in order to get a larger
level of consumption (Ieisure) through higher pension benefrts. Even more, the
older an individual and the larger the quota is, the more likely the host-population
is to support a delay in the retirement age.

Last of all, we provide a numerical example that shows how the optimal retire-
ment ages of the host-population increases with the immigration, In this sense)
immigration would imply a delay in the retirement age of the pension system.
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F\:.rthermore, we fi.nd that this effect increases with the labor productivity of both
immigrants and native-born people.

The paper is organized as foliows. Section 2 develops the model Section 3
analyzes how the arrival of immigrants affects the welfare of host-country. Section
4 studies how immigration aiters the optimal retirement age of the native-born
individuals. Section 5 provides a numerical example. Section 6 summarizes the
main results. Proofs are in the appendix,

2.2. The model
We consider an overlapping-generations model in continuous time. At each

point of time ú a new cohort of individuals is born. -We assume a constant birth
rate which is normalized to the unity. In this model we have a continuous, uniform
distribution of agents on age, with no uncertainty on the length of their lives, going
from zero to a fixed age, T, We assume only one level of labor productivity, l.1a

The government levies an income labor tax, r, for redistributive social security
program. The social security program is a balanced budget "pay as you go" system
(PAYG), in whiü current workers are net contributors while the retired are net
benef.ciaries.ls

The utility firnction of individuals over their life-cycle is similar to Crawford
and Lilien, [1981]. These indiüduals have a stationary and temporally indepen-
dent utility fi-rnction, which is separable and strictly increasing in consumption
and leisure. We assume that leisure yields utility to the individual only when this
individual is retired. Therefore the only way utility coming from leisu¡e can be
varied is by changing the'retirement age. The pension or retirement benefi.ts are
received only after they stop working. The instantaneous utility function is, then,
as follows

u(c l ,o t ) : " ( "1)+a(et ) (0.1e)
where cf is the consumption at period ú of indiüdual i. The utility of consumption
is twice differentiabie with d > 0, dt < 0. Let 0t be the ieisure per unit of time

laSee Lacomba and Lagos [2000] for a detailed analysis of the incidence of labor productivity
on the retirement age of the pension system. In this framework, different levels of labor produc-
tivity among the host-population would involve different impacts from immigration. Concretely,
the impact (in both welfare and optimal retirement age) of immigration in the native-born in-
dividuals with the largest levels of labor productiüty would be smaller.

lsThe cu¡rently retired people have not been included in this model.
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ü, equal for all individuals, being the utüty of leisure , (gt-) : 0, in their working
years and o (0'^) : u, in their retirement yea,rs.

Let ó, r be the subjective rate of time preference and the market rate of interest
respectively. L9t p be the a¡rrual pension benefits that workers get when they are
retired. Let P be the status quo retirement age, i.e., the current mandatory
retirement age. Then the lifetime utility that an individual ¿ has to maximize
over his ]ife-cvcle can be written as

+ a (ot)) e1'tdt (0.20)

subject to

T f l T
f r f
I u (c!,el\ at : I 

"(c!\ 
etr8tdt + I lu(c!\

J  
-  \ - x1 -  / : - -  J  

- \ - x / -  ' - '  
I  ¡_ * \ '¿1

0 0 F

f  _ .  f  _  f
Ic ¡et r "dt :  I  l t r ) le t r ' td t+ |pet r ' td t

J  J  J '
0 0 8

Concerning to the individual pension benefi.ts, the pension system is assumed
to be unfunded so that the discounted value of the total pensions received bv anv
individual is as follows

T

P : [ 
'PL-"o"¿,

J  T t rR
(0.22)

F

where I : L is the individual and average labor productivity of working popula-
tion.

To simplify) we assume that there are no returns on savings and that indi-
viduals do not discount the future, so both discount rates are zero (6: r : 0) .
This assumption implies that each individual will set a constant consumption per
period. Then the indirect remaining Iifetime utility function of an individual ¿
and age a (as Breyer [199a]) can be reduced to

(J (a ,c¿,0) :  (T  t r  a )u(c¿)  +  ( f  n  ̂ E) ,

and the optimal consumption is given by 
\ /

(0.21)

(0.23)
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v L - #,((uo,) {rn rt+("o9 n+r) (0.24)

where .F is the retirement a3e,, T the tax rate on wagel p the annual pension
benefits and zr the accumulated wealth up to period ú : 16

(0.25)

At a period ú, a quota of. m € (0, 1) immigrants are allowed in. It is assumed
that these immigrants are all young (a: 0) and unskilled workers (Iow l), They
have the same préferences ánd the same.fertiüty rate as the native-born popula-
tion. Hence, in the host-country a cohort of 1 * r¿. individuals is born at each
point of time from period t on.17

With the arrival of immigrants at period ú, the retirement benefits of each
native-born individual a¡e affected in a different way according to age, p (a) . In
this sense, we define three benchmark cases for native-born indiüduals.

In the firtst benchmark, we consider the case where the native-born inüvidual
at period ú is older than mandatory retirement period,, a ) TIIE This native-born
individual pass away before the first immigrants will start collecting benefits. In
fact, for these native-born individuals, immigrants a¡e net contributors of social
security system. Thus, the discounted value of the total pensions received by an
individuai aged a is as follows

TBa
I  rtml ,.P(a\ : rEL+ I  - - - - -=at

J  TDP
(0.26)

Ea"

where 1 denotes the average labor productivity of immigrants. It is assumed that
I < L.t8 The first component on the right hand side (RIIS) of (0.26) represents
the total tax contribution of native-born population to the pension benefits of

l6The accumulated wealth arises from the difference between total earned income and total
consumption until period t.

l7This framework is similar to assume that from period t on a constant in-flow of immigrants
is allowed in.

l8Razin and Sadka [1999] assume that the ability index of immigrants' offspring is distributed
similarly as the native population. As they suggest, the equal ability distribution assumption is
a subject of open debate. Because of this, in this model, this assumption has been relaxed.

r(:a(,tr nroF(¿(1 ü' l  +'z, l)

oo
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native-born individual. The second term reflects the additional tax contribution
of immigrants to the pension benefits,le

In the second case) we consider the case where the native-born individual at
period ú is younger than mandatory retirernent period,O < a < ? ¡ F. These
native-born individuais coincide with immigrants in the retirement period and,
thus, during at least some years, share pension benefits with them. The discounted
value of the total pensions received by an individuai aged a changes significantly

P(a\ :  a 
=rEL+ [  "* '=Or*1  TDR J  T t rH

ñn"
Ttra

r I 
rR(L ! mt)- o,

t r r t rF+(rntr)  -
(0.27)

The first two components on the RIIS of (0.27) represent the total tax contri-
bution of native-born population and immigrants to the pension of native-born
individual when the first generation of immigrants is not yet in the retirement
period. However, the third term reflects the tax contribution of native-born pop-
ulation and immigrants to the pension when the first generation of immigrants is
already in the retirement period, that is, when at least there exist Rlgenerations
of immigrants in the host-country.2O

lgAfter some simplifications,. the individual annual pension can be rewritten as

p(,=@[*@
where ol denotes the tax cont¡ibution of immigrants to the pension of host-population.

20After some simplifications, the individual annual pension benefits can be rewritten as

_f ( \ l
p(a):r-i--= l=+-* | pt* *r (atr*) I * ELgft ffi,rprl

(rne)L'o"\ #) Yl
tn(Ta E+mTomEa ma)o u(ro ^€)

w h e r e B 1 : # ' o 2 d e n o t e s t h e t a x c o n t r i b u t i o n o f i m m i g r a r r t s t o
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FinaIIy, the last case is where the native individual is born at period f, that is,
his age is o : 0, These native-born individuals coincide with immigrants during
the whole retirement period and therefore share pension benefits with them. The
discounted value of the total pensions can be expressed as

P (0) : 7 'EQ ! *',), o,
t r ro,E+(rnE)m

(0.28)

The component on the RHS of (0.28) represents the total tax contribution of
native-born population and immigrants to the individual pension when both the
first generation of immigrants and native-born individuals aged 0 are retired.2l

2.3. Welfare analysis
Once we have determined the setting that each indiüdual faces, we analyze

how the arrival of immigrants affects the welfare of host-population. Analytically,
we derive how the utility function of each individual evaluated in the optimal
consumption changes with immigration

W:(?r a)u'@)ffi
the pension of native-born population when the first generation of immigrants is not yet in the
retirement period, and a3 denotes fiscal contribution of immigrants to the pension when the
first generation of immigrants is already in the retirement period.

Moreover, Ér € [0, 1] and (1 ! B1) denotes the reduction in the pension benefits of the host-
population as consequence immigrants are in the retirement period and thr¡s they also receive a
pension from social security system.

2lAfter some simplifications, the individual annual pension benefits can be rewritten as

p(o)=A(ru,*d

donde B2 : ry3) and a4 denotes the tax contribution of immigrants to the pension of native-
born individuals when the first Be¡eration of immigrants is already i¡ the ¡etirement period,
that is, when at least, there exist .F generations of immigrants in the hosr-counrry.

Moreover, 0z e ¡0,1] and (1 D B2) denotes the reduction in the pension of the native-born
population as consequence immigrants are in the reti¡ement period and hence receive a pension
benefits from social security system.

(0,2e)

O I
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Since we assumed thal u'(c) is positive, the sign of (0.29) depends on the sign
of. \cl0m. That is, the effect of immigration on welfare is always via its effect on
pension wealth.22 As we showed before, we distinguish three benchmark cases,
First, we focus on native-born individuals who do not coincide with immigrants in
the retirement period. Second, we examine native-born individuals who coincide,
at least some years, with immigrants in the retirement period. Third, we study
the impact of immigration on the native-born individuals aged zero.

2.3.I. Without sharing pensions

At firsti we analyze the native-born individuals with age larger than the re-
tirement period, a 2.7 [ .t?. These individuals do not share pension benefits with
immigrants. Upon inspection of (0.26), one can easilf deduce that the retirement
benefi.ts and, thus, the consumption levels increase with immigration. Therefore,
as expected, these individuals are clearly better-off with immigration. We obtain
the following proposition.

Proposition 2.L. The sign of 0U (.) lA* i,s always pos,itiue Vm e (0, 1) .

Immigration increases the pension beneflts and, consequently, affects in a pos-
itive way to the welfare of the host-population. Hence, an increase in the quota
of immigrants increases (even more) the consumption level ()cl0m > 0) of these
native-born individuals and, as consequence, they would advocate an open door
poli,cy.

2.3.2. Sharing pensions

tr Individuals with 0 < ¿ < ? tr,P

Next we analyze how the arrival of immigrants affects the welfare of the native-
b_orn population with age smaller than the mandatory retirement period, a 1T D
,R. These individuals share, at least some years, pension benefits with immigrants,
In this case, after some simplifications, the expression (0.29) can be expressed as
follows:

au (.)
0m

(0.30)

z2Consider u(c): 1[ implies that the coefficient of relative ¡isk aversion p is non-increasing
and less than one. Concretely, p: lantt (c) /ut (c): I/2.

bó
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.¡ r 'rnpna ^-r ^, - Ttrfua - t"(rn,€+-(zo,Ena))au(rn,E)
rvithl¡, : ===l!#- andir., : ;;==."%lll-¡ u¡:fm\r r.Eüo) "'* 12 - 

FlÑ;F.!ffi|ffiuT'
It can be proved that 7, ) 0, 1z ( 0 and lftl > l.yrl." Hence, the sign of this
expression is uncertain.

The first two components in the numerator on the RHS of (0.30) represent
the positive effect of an increase in the arrival of immigrants on the native-born
individual's welfare: the first term denotes the additional contribution of immi-
grants to the pension benefits ofnative-born population when the first generation
of immigrants is not yet in the retirement period; and the second term reflects
the additional contribution of immigrants to the pension benefits when the first
generation of imr4igrants is already in the retirement period.

In contrast, the remaining third term represents the negative efiect of an in-
crease in the arrival of immigrants on native-born indiüdual's retirement benefits
and thus on his welfare. This third term denotes the additional decrease to the
pension of the native-born population as consequence immigrants are in the retire-
ment period and therefore they also receive a pension benefi,ts from social security
system.

tr Individuals with a: 0

Finally, we examine how the entrance of immigrants affects the welfare of
individuals who have just incorporated to the labor market. These native-born
individuals üve together with immigrants the remaining life. Now, the expression
(0.29) can be equivalently stated as:

au (.) _ (Iü + L6z)rE
0m 2\ft,

(0.31)

where f1 : t'; and ó2 : ffi, t t"(#-).It can be showed that ó1 ) 0, ó2 ( 0
and ló11 > l6rl.'n Hence, the sign of this expression is uncertain.

23Since a l T l r€ it i. straightforward to verifu that Tl > 0. Let G(m) :.Iz a¡rd F (m) :
. lt*-lz be functions of rn. For arry rn € (0,1), we obtain that jg¡G(0) < G(1) < 0 with

G' (*) > 0 a¡rd Ii"L F (0) > F' (1) > 0 with F'' (-) < 0. Thus, it can be concluded that 7, < 0

and l11l  > l tz l .
zaSince rn e (0, 1) it is always verified that ó1 > 0. Let J(m) : áz and K (m) : 6r * 6z

be functions of rz¿. We obtain that linlJ(0) < J(1) < 0 with J'(*) > 0 and tiqK(0) >

7f (1) > 0 with K' (*) ( 0. Thus, it can be concluded that 62 ( 0 and lórl > lózl.
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The first term on the RHS of (0.31) represents the positive effect of an increase
in the arrival of immigrants on the native-born individual's welfare. This first
term denotes the additional contribution of immigrants to the pension benefits of
native-born population when at least the first generation of immigrants is already
in the retirement period.

In contrast, the second term represents the negative effect of an increase in
the arrival of immigrants on native-born individual's retirement benefits and thus
on his welfare, This second term denotes the additional decrease in the pension
benefits of the native-born population as consequence immigrants are yet in the
retirement period and therefore they also receive a pension benefits from social
security system. .-

For any native-born individual of age a € fO, i n Fl ut d a quota of im-

migrants m e Í0,L1, I(a,rn) denotes the level otf uu"rug"'labor prod.uctivity of
immigrants such that AU (.) f 0m :0. We can state the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2. For any nati,ue-born i,ndiui,d,ual with age a
r 1

€ 10,7 t r  Pl  and
L I

quota of i,nmi,grants m e [0,1] there eri,sts
migrants l(a,m) € (1,7) wi,th 0 < 1 <
for  any I  >  I (o ,^) ;  and AUQI?^ <
0I  (a ,m) l0a 10 and 0I  (a ,m) l0m < 0.

As it ca¡r be observed, immigration does not always entail a Pareto improve-
ment for the population in the host country. For that to be the case, the average
productivity of immigrants must be high enough. F\:rthermore, the native-born
individuals' welfare will be affected in a different way according to own age ano
quota of immigrants. The foliowing picture illustrates how the larger the quota
and the labor productivity of immigrants, the more likely the host-population is
to benefit from immisration.

an a,uero,ge labor productiui,ty of i,m-
7 < L such that AU (.) /Arn > 0,

0, for any I < I (o,m). Moreouer,
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Figure 1, The immigration's effect on welfare

aU}ñn

Figure 1 suggests that there is like a threshold value for the total productivity
of immigrants, measured as mI . This is so since, when r¿ is large, a lower value of
1 is needed. Besides, the immigration's effects on the welfare also depends on the
own age of the native-born individual. In fact, for native-born individuals with

t/ -1

age a € ( 0, ? t .rQll, there exists a inverse relationship between ¿ and 1. That is,
\ J

the older a native-born individual is, a lower 1 is needed to get AU (.) l)m > 0.
The pictures below iliustrate the latter discussion.

Figules 2 and 3. The importance of own age (0,32)
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aU(.)/0m du(.\/am

(a)

On one side, figure (a) shows that the older (among young people) a native-
born individual is, the more likely to be benefited from immigration. On the
other side, figure (b) shows how, for a determined Ievel of productivity, while
some native-born individuals (the oldest'ones) may gain, others may lose (the
youngest ones) from immigration.

Flom proposition 2.2. can be deduced that for any I < I (o,nz) the arrival of
immigrants reduces the youngest native-born individuals' welfare. The intuition
beneath is as follows. Due of the low labor productivity of immigrants decreasing
the consumption levels (through lower pension benefits) of the youngest host-
population, an increase in the quota of immigrants decreases (even more) the
consumption levels (0cl0m < 0) in the host-country for the youngest ones. The
additional decrease in the pension benefits is larger than the additional tax con-
tribution of immigrants to the retirement benefi.ts. Consequently, the youngest
native-born individuals would advocate a closed d,oor poli,cy.

However, for any I > I (o,*) the arrival of immigrants improves the welfare of
these native-born individuals. The intuition underlying is the following. Because
of the high labor productivity of immigrants increasing the pension benefits, an
increase in the quota of immigrants increases (even more) the consumption levels
()cl0m > 0). The additional tax contribution of immigrants to the pension ben-

(b)
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efits of the native-born population is larger than the additional decrease in the
retirement benefits, At consequence, the youngest native.born individuals would
advocate an open door poli,cy.

Moreover, the larger the quota of immigrants is, the lower the level of labor
productivity of immigrants needed to improve the welfare of the host-population.

Summarizing, although the final effect on the weifare of the youngest host-
popuiation depends directly on their own age and the average level of labor pro-
ductivity of immigrants. We find that, in spite of f ( tr and a fully redistributive
social security system, the welfare of the youngest native-born individuals may
increase with the arrival of immigrants. The intuition beneath is that there exist
E generations_of. m immigrants contributing to the pension system, whi.Ie there
are only ú [ rE generations of immigrants receivi¡g á pension benefit from social
securitv svstem,25

2.4. Optimal retirment age
In this section, we aim to know how immigration affects the optimalmandatory

retirement age of each native-born indiüduai and, as consequence, what kind of
pressure could exert over the retirement age of pension system. According to this,
we suppose that at same period ú that immigrants arrive, government would like
to implement a new mandatory retirement age R.

For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that F, as well as the new retirement age
R, will have to be higher thanTl2. That is, the number of workers must be larger
than the number of seniors, In fact, even in the most pessimistic estimations
about ageing, the ratio pensioners-workers is always lower than one.

Let R* (o,*) be the optimal retirement age of an agent of age ¿ and a quota
of immigrants rn. It is assumed that the optimal retirement age of each worker
is lar¡Jer or equal than his age, R* (o,^) ) a. The indirect utility function of a
native-born individual of age a € [0,.R] is given by

U (R ;a ) :  (?  r  a )u (c )  +  (T  I  R )a

and the optimal consumption is given by

(0.33)

25where t - fe,r]

(0.34)
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where R is the new retirement age, p the annual pension benefits (as previously
defined, see (0.26), (0.27) and (0.28)) and zr the accumulated wealth up to the
period ú (see (0.25)). The following proposition can be obtained.

Proposition 2.3. Any i,nd,iui,d,ual wi,th a € (0, Rl hos hi,s opti,mal retirement age
R* (o,m) lying betweenTl2 and T for any leuel of i,mrni,gmtion.

This outcome yields to the comparative statics of each indiüdual's optimal
retirement age for different levels of immigration. With respect to individuals
just entering to the labor market, the following proposition can be stated.

Proposition 2.4. For any i,nüui,d,ual wi,th a : 0 the i,ndi,rect uti,li,ty function is
concaue on R. i

The preferences are single-peaked for all individuals who have just incorpo-
rated to the labor market. This result also allows us to analyze how the optimal
retirement age of these indiüduals changes for different levels of immigration.26

Once we have found that each individual has an optimal mandatory retirement
age. We analyze the effects of changes in the quota of immigrants on his opti
mal retirement age. That is, we study the sign of dR* (o,*) l}m. Anúytically,
from first order conditions of maximization problem of utility function and also
according to the implicit firnction theorem we obtain (see appendix)

(0.35)

To analyze the impact of immigration on the preferences on retirement age,
we distinguish, as before,'three benchmark cases. First, we focus on native-born
individuals who do not share pension benefits with immigrants in the retirement
period. Second, we study the native-born indiüduals aged zero. At last, we
examine through a numerical example the native-born individuals who coincide,
at least some years, with immigrants in the retirement period.

2.4.I. Without sharing pensions

We now study how the arrival of immigrants modifies the preferences on re-
tirement age of native-born individuals who will not coincide with immigrants in
the retirement period, The following proposition can be stated.

26For indiüduals aged between 0 < a ( T D R, given the difficulty to obtain an analytical
result, we provide fu¡ther a numerical example
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Proposition 2.5. For all natiue-bom i,ndi,ui,dual of age a e lT E .R, R] and, an
opti,mal reti,rement age R* (o,^) e [a,Tl , there mi,sts an A e (T I R, R) such
that 0R* (o,^) lArn > 0 for any natiue-born i,ndi,ui,dual with age a e (qRl and,
0R* (a,m) l)m < 0 for any natiue-bom inüui,d,ual wi,th age a e [? tr E, d) .

As it can be observed, immigration could entail an increase of the optimal
retirement age of the individuals in the host country. For that to be the case, the
age of the native-born individuals must be high enough.27 The following picture
illustrates the proposition.

Figure 4,.The immigration's effect on the optimal retirement age.

dR{.)/dm

Figure 4 suggests that there is iike a threshold value for the age. This can be
explained through the income and the substitution effect.28

On one hand, the arrival of immigrants increases the native-born individu-
al's income by increasing the pension benefi.ts and thus the consumption levels

27The sign of 0R* (a,m) /0m depends on the age of the native-born individual. The labor
productivities of immigrants and native-born population affect only the intensity.

28The slope of the budget constraint is strictly positive and also depends positively on the
age and the quota of immigrantu #: d6;; (tt !r)l* r(L+i*l)). The larger aand.for
m, the steeper the slope and, thus, the more sensitive the consumption level to small changes
in the retirement aee.
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(0cl0m > 0). Since the leisure is a normal good, the native-born individual de-
mands more leisure, that is, advances the retirement age. Therefore, the income
effect of an increase in the quota of immigrants leads to decrease the optimal
retirement age.

On the other hand, the arrival of immigrants rises the relative price of the
leisure (retirement years) in terms of consumption (d @clAR) l0* > 0). Thus,
the native-born individuai zubstitutes leisure (expensive good) for consumption
(cheap good) delaying his optimal retirement age. In this way the substitution
effect leads to increase the optimal retirement age.

The income effect leads to increases in both leisure and consumption, while
the substitution éffect leads to less Ieisure and more consumption, Therefore,
these effects give rise to an ambiguous effect on tho optimal retirement age but
an unambiguous effect on consumption.

Concretely, for all native-born individual with age ¿ € (ER], that is, the
oldest ones in this cohort, the substitution effect outweights the income efiect and
the optimal retirement age increases. The intuition iying behind is as follows. An
increase in the quota of immigrants reduces the reiative weight of the leisure on
the consumption. Thus, in order to get higher pension benefits, the native-born
individual substitutes leisure for consumption delaying his optimal retirement age.

However, for all native-born individual with age a €IT D R,@, that is, the
youngest ones in this cohort, the income effect outweighs the substitution effect
and the optimal retirement age decreases. In other words, the arrival of immi-
grants reduces his optimal one. In this case, the native-born individual assumes
the arrival of immigrants ás a larger mrmber of contributors and thus an increase
in the quota decreases (even more) the relative price of the leisure in terms of
consumption. Consequently, in order to get a larger leisure and even with a larger
consumption level, less years as a worker (taxpayer) are needed.

In short, the effects of immigration on the optimal retirement age of native-
born indiüduals who do not share pension benefits with immigrants depends on
the own age of the native ones, Even more, with the arrival of immigrants, the
older a native-born indiüdual is, the more ükely he is to support a delay in the
retirement age.

2.4.2. Sharing pensions

D Individuals with a: 0
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We analyze how immigration affects the optimal retirement age of individuals
who have just incorporated to the labor market. Recall that these native-born
individuals have the same age that immigrants entering at period ú. For a native-
bornindividuaiof age a: 0 anda quotaof immigrantsn'L e [0,1], / (0,*) denotes
the level of average labor productivity of immigrants such that 0.R* (0,*) f 0m:
0. We can state the following proposition.

Proposition 2.6. For any natiue-born i,nd,i,ui,d,ual sharing pension benefits aged
0 and quota of inmi,grants m e]0,7l there erists an auerage labor prod,ucti,uity of
i , m m i g r a n t s  I ( 0 , m )  e  ( ¿ , 4  w i , t h 0  <  1 < T  < L  s u c h t h a t  A . R - ( 0 , m ) l \ m > 0 ,

for any I  > I  (0,^);  and 0H (0,*)  l0* < 0, for any I  < /(0,  m). Moreouer,
AI  Q,m)  l0m <  0 . ,

The following picture illustrates the proposition, As it can be observed, immi-
gration could entail an increase of the retirement age in the host country. For that
to be the case, the average productivity of immigrants must be high enough, F\rr-
thermore, the native-born individuals' optimal retirement age will be affected in a
different way according to quota of immigrants. The following picture illustrates
how the larger the quota and the labor productivity of immigrants, the more likely
the host-population is to prefer a higher retirement age with immigration.

Figure 5. The immigration's efiect on the optimal retirement age.

aR{.)ñrn
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Figure 5 suggests that there is üke a threshold value for the total productivity
of immigrants, measured as mI . This is so since, when r¿ is large, a lower value
of 1 is needed. Again, the effect of an increase in the quota of immigrants can
be explained through the income and the zubstitution effect, The income effect
and the substitution effect, and thus the final effect on the retirement age, depend
directly on the labor productivity of immigrants.2e

If immigrants have a low labor productivity,, I 1 I (0,m), an increase in the
quota of immigrants decreases the native-born individual's income by decreasing
the pension benefi.ts and thus the consumption levels @cl7m<0). Since the
leisure is a normal good, the native-born individual demands less leisure, that is,
increases his optimal retirernent age. Therefore, the income effect of an increase
in the quota of immigrants leads to delay the retirertent age.

Furthermore, the arrival of immigrants reduces the relative price of the leisure
in terms of consumption (0 (acla$ larn < 0). Thus, the native-born individuai
substitutes consumption (expensive good) for ieisure (cheap good) advancing his
optimal retirement age. This manner, the substitution effect of an increase in the
quota of immigrants leads to advance the retirement age.

In this case, -I < 1(0,rn), the substitution effect outweighs the income effect
and the optimal retirement age decreases. The intuition beneath is as follows.
Due to the low labor productivity of immigrants decreasing the consumption
Ievels (through lower pension benefi.ts) of the host-population, an increase in the
quota of immigrants rises the relative weight of the leisure on the consumption.
Therefore, the native-born inüvidual prefers to advance the retirement age, in
order to enjoy a larger leisure period,

IIowever, when immigrants have a high labor productivity, I ) 1(0, rn) , the
income effect yields a decrease in the optimal retirement age and the substitu-
tion effect an increase. Concerning to the income effect, an increase in the quota
of immigrants rises the native-born individual's income by increasing the pen-
sion benefits (0cl0m>0). Since the leisure is a normal good, the native-born
individual demands more leisure, that is, advances the retirement age.

With respect to the substitution effect, the arrival of immigrants rises the rela-

2eThe slope of the budget constraint is strictly positive and also depends positively on the
quota and the labor productivity of immigrantu #: t (fr I l t-tr(L+mt) 

t '(t i-)). fUe
larger rn and/or 1, the steeper the slope and, thus, the more sensitive the consumption Íevel to
small changes in the retirement age.
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tive price of leisure (retirement years) in terms of consumption (0 (AclAQ l0m > 0)
and, thus, the native-born individual substitutes leizure (expensive good) by con-
sumption (cheap good) delaying his optimal retirement age.

In this case, 1 > 1(0, rn) , the substitution efiect aiso outweights the income
effect but now the optimal retirement age increases. The intuitionbeneath is as
foliows. Due to the high labor productivity of immigrants increasing the pension
benefi.ts of the host-population, an increase in the quota of immigrants reduces
the relative weight of the leisure on the consumption. Therefore, the native-born
individual prefers to delay the retirement age, in order to get a larger level of
consumption through higher pension benefits.

Moreover, with ihe arrival of immigrants, the higher the quota of immigrants
is, the more likely the native-born individual is to support a delay in the retirement
age'

In short, the immigration (quota and Iabor productivity) modifies the pen-
sion benefits and thus the optimal retirement age of the native-born individuals.
Therefore, the immigration can exert any pressure on the retirement age of a
particular pension system. Specifi.cali¡ if the immigrants have a high (Iow) labor
productivity, the native-born indiüdual prefers to delay (advance) the retirement
age of the pension system with the arrival of immigrants.

ü Individuals with 0 < a <T D R

At last, we focus on the case in which the native-born generations share, at
least some years, pension b,enefi.ts wiih immigrants in the retirement period. These
individuals are aged between 0 < a ( ? n R. Given the difficulty to obtain an
analytical result, we refer lo a numerical example:3o

1. There exists an a'such that for any native-born individual aged a € (0,o),
his behavior can be explained through proposition 2.6. That is, the final ef-
fect of an increase in the quota of immigrants on the retirement age depends
on the labor productivity of immigrants. 31

30The parameter values used in the numerical example are the following ones: ? : 57; E = 48;
I  > 0;  r  €  (0,  1)  i  Ln)  0;  I  < L; rn e (0,  1)  ;  a  € (0,T/21R and € [T/2,T] .

3lBesides, the older a native-born individual is, a lower 1 is needed to obtain that
0R* (a,rn) /0m> 0.
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2. However, for any individual with age a € (o.! ,T n Rl, independently on the
Iabor productivity of immigrants, we obtain that ER* (o,*) l0* > 0. That
is, the arrival of immigrants delays the optimal retirement age.

For any native-born individual with age a € (0,a/), the quota of immigrants
and their labor productivity play again a crucial role. The reasoning is immediate.
Since these individuals are low aged their behavior is similar to those ones with
a,ge a :0. Concretely, if the immigrants have a high (Iow) labor productivity, the
native-born indiüdual prefers to delay (advance) the retirement age in order to
get a larger level of consumption through higher pension benefrts.32

Besides, the older a native-born individual is, the lower the ievel of labor pro.
ductivity of immigrants needed to increase (or to d.ecrease) his optimal retirement
age. Consequently, for a determined level of productivity, while some native-born
individuals (the oldest ones) may prefer to delay the retirement age, others may
prefer to advance it (the youngest ones).

For any native-born individual with age a e (at,? t Rl, the arrival of immi-
grants gives rise to an unambiguous effect on the optimal mandatory retirement
age. If immigrants have a high labor productivity, )cf 0m and E (AclAR) f 0m are
positive, the substitution effect yieids to an increase in the optimal retirement
age and the income effect an decrease. The substitution effect outweights the
income effect and the optimal retirement age increases. The intuition beneath
is as follows, Due to the high labor productivity of immigrants increasing the
consumption levels of the host-population, an increase in the quota of immigrants
reduces the reiative weight of the retirement age (leisure) on the consumption.
Therefore, the native-borri individual prefers to delay the retirement age, in order
to get a larger level of consumption through higher pension benefi.ts.

If immigrants have a low labor productivity, 0cl0m and E (AclAR) f 0m are
negative, the substitution effect now yields to an decre'ase in the optimal re-
tirement age and the income effect an increase. In this case, the income effect
outweights the substitution effect but the optimal retirement age increases as well.
The rationale is as follows: Due to the low labor productiüty of immigrants, their
arrival decreases the native-born individual's income by decreasing the pension

32For some values of the parameters, it is possible to find a lack of continuity on the optimal
retirement age. Concretely, from a quota rnl on, an increase in the quota (rn > rnl) of immigrants
could change the optimal retirement age of the native-born indiüdual from a¡r inte¡ior reti¡ement
age to the maximum one, that is, from R* (arm) e (T /2,T E a) to R- (a, m) : T J a.
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benefi.ts. Since the leisure is a normal good, the native-born individual demands
less leisure, that is, delays the retirement age.

In summary, for any native-born individuai with age a e (at,T D Rl, an in-
crease in the quota of immigrants reduces the relative weight of the leisure on
the consumption and consequently the native-born individual prefers to delay the
retirement age of the pension system.33

2.5. Numerical example
In the last section, we aim to analyze through a numerical example whether

the immigration could exert any pressure on the mandatory retirement age of a
particular pension system. Specifically, we study how an increase in the quota of
immigrants modifies (delaying or advancing) the optimal retirement age of each
native-born individual.

The theoretical model assumed a continuous dist¡ibution of agents on age.

Besides, during the article the native-born individuals with age a € (p,rl, that

is, the retired people, had been left off. However, in this frameworü, it is easy
to deduce that they would prefer a quota of immigrants as high as possible and
thus would advocate a ópen door poli,cy. The reason is obüous, The immigration
increases the pension benefits and thus the consumption levels of the native-born
retirees.s4

In order to get a whole analysis in the influence of immigration over the re-
tirement age, the retired people must be included. Fbom an analytical point of
view, as we said before, with arrival of immigrants the retirees will prefer to delay
the retirement age, in order to get a Iarger level of consumption through higher

33It is possible to find that for some values of the parameters, from an age o > o' on,
the optimal reti¡ement age of the native-born individual is already the maximum, that is,
R* (a,m) : T D a. Hence, an increase in the quota of immigrants does not cause any effect
on the optimal retirement age.

saThe total value of the pension benefits received by a retiree aged a e (E,fl would be as
follows:

T
f  rRL* r ' t r n l  - _ , . .r \ a ) -  l - - - - 66 -e - ' "m

J  t  u  t ú
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pension benefits.35

We consider again a continuous, uniform distribution of agents on age, going
from zero to a fixed age, ?. In contrast to the theoretical model, we consider two
Ieve1s of labor productivity (low-poor and high-rich) in the native-born individ-
uals. The indirect utility fr:nction for a native-born individual of age o e [0, R]
and labor productivity l¿ used in this numerical example is given by

U(o,q,n)  :  ( "  D a)  u(q)  + (T I  R)  a

and the optimal consumption is given by

(0,36)

I

c  - , - | ( (R n  o)  (1  n  r ) tu  +( "  U R)  p  +  7 t )
- L L , t A "

where R is the new retirement age, p the annual pension benefits (as previously
defined, see (0,26), (0.27) and (0.28)) and zr the accumuiated wealth up to the
period ú (see (0.25)). Again, three benchmark cases with three different pension
benefi.ts for native-born individuals with the arrival of immierants are considered.

The parameter values introduced in (0,36) and (0.37) are the following ones:
life length T : 57; status quo retirement age -Pl : 48;36 new retirement age
R e lT 12,?] ; income labor tax r : 0.25; Iabor productivity I¿ : {4, 8} ; average
labor productivity of host-population L :6; quota of immigrants rn : {0.1, 0.2} ;
age of native-born worker a € [0,48) ; age of native-born retiree o, € (48,57] ; and
value of leisure a : I.4.37

Next, we consider two levels of average labor productivity for immigrants:
low and high, .I : {0.1, 5.9} . For each level, we make an exercise of comparative
statics. That is, we compare the retirement age that maximizes the utility fi:nction
of the native-born individuals for two different quotas of immigrants. If, for
instance, the retirement age that maximizes the utility firnction is larger (Iower)

35This is true whenever the retirees do not go back to the labour market even though the new
retirement age is higher than their own age.

s6These parameter values involve a labour life of 48 years and a percentage of reti¡ees around
a l5.78Ya of the native-born population.

37To guarantee an interior optimal reti¡ement age the following inequality must be held
At I (  \  A^  ,  aU( . \  ^ .  I
Wth l*=* ( 

" 
< Wffi.lo=r," .In words, an interior optimal one is obtained when the

leisure's marginal utility is larger (lower) than the consumption's marginal utility whether the
individual decides to work full time (minimum time allowed). In our example this holds for
different values of leisure.

(0.37)
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with the highest quota of immigrants, then it can be deduced that the entrance
of immigrants delays (advances) the optimal retirement age of this native-born
individual. The results are presented in the following table.

Table 1, Immigration versus retirement age
Hi,sh I Low I

Rich Poor Rich Poor
Aduance R 3.5% 36.84% 19.29% 45.6%
Delay R 96.5% 63.16% 8I.71% 54.4%

The row Aduance "r? denotes the percentages of native-born population with
a lower retirement age maximizing their ütility firnction when the quota of immi-
grants increases. Similarty, the row Delay R denotes the percentages of native-
born population with a higher retirement age maximizing their utility ñrnction
when the quota of immigrants increases. The columns denote, for a level of la-
bor productivity of immigrants (high or low), the percentages of rich and poor
native-born individuals with a lower (Aduance R) and higher (Delay.R) retirement
age maximizing their utility function respectively when the quota of immigrants
increases.

It can be observed that the majority of the native-born population prefers to
deiay the retirement age of the pension system. That is, an increase in the quota
of immigrants rises their optimal retirement age. In this sense, the immigration
would delay the retirement age of pension system. Besides, the percentages vary
significantiy for different levels of labor productivity. The richer native-born peo-
ple and the more skilled immigrants are, the larger the percentages (always above
fifty per cent) of host-popuiation are to support a delay of the retirement age.
The following figure illustrates this reasoning.

Figure 6. People supporting a delay on -R
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When the labor productivity of immigrants is high, the native-born individuals
opting for a delay in the retirement age are: workers with age a € [0, ? ! .&) and

" 
e (qE) (r"" proposition 2.5.); and retirees o e (E,fl. ffr" intuition beneath

\ / \ i
is as follows. Because of the high labor productivity of immigrants, an increase
in the quota rises the ievel of consumption through higher pension benefits, This
reduces the relative weight of the leisure on the consumption and thus these
native-born individuals prefer to delay the retirement age.

Regarding the native-born indiüduals opting for an advance in the retirement
age, the rationale is the following. In this case, thé percentage is made up of those
native-born individuals with age a e (T I R,d) (see proposition 2.5.). They
assume the arrival of immigrants as a larger number of taxpayers, Thus, an
increase in the quota of immigrants reduces the relative'price of the ieisure in
terms of consumption. In order to get a larger leisure and even with a larger
consumption level, Iess years as worker (taxpayer) are needed,

When the labor productivity of immigrants is low, the percentage of host-
population that prefers to delay the retirement age is made up of three types of

individuals:  thenat ive-bornworkerswithage a€ (at, f  ú D and a e (@,4);ana
/ -  1

retirees aged o € ( J?,71. For the first ones, because of low labor productiüty of

immigrants, an increase in the quota decreases the native-born indiüdual's income
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by decreasing the pension benefi.ts, Since the leisure is a normal good, the native-
born individual demands less leisure and thus prefers to deiay the retirement age,

With regard to the latest two types of individuals. None of them coincides
with immigrants in the retirement period. In spite of the low labor productivity
of immigrants, an increase in the quota rises the pension benefits and thus the
consumption level of these individuals. Therefore, these native-born individuals
prefer to delay the retirement age, in order to get a larger level of consumption.

Concerning the percentage of native-born individuals that prefers to advance
the retirement age, The percentage is made up of two types of native-born in-
dividuals. The native-born workers with age a e. (T t R, d) and a e [0, a') . For
both of them, an inbrease in the quota of immigrants_increases the relative weight
of the leisure on the consumption. Therefore, the native-born individuai prefers
to advance the retirement age, in order to enjoy a larger leisure period.

Summing up, it can be concluded that the optimai retirement ages of the host-
population are mostly rised with immigration. Thus, immigration could exert a
pressnre to postpone the retirement age of the pension system. Moreover, the
percentage of host-population opting for a delay in the retirement age increases
with the labor productivity of both immigrants and native-born people.

2.6. Conclusions
Immigration increases the number of contributors to the pension system, which

modifies the retirement benefits of the population of the host-country. Although
immigrants may be net beneficiaries of sociai programs, for individtals wi,th,out
sharing pens'ions, we find that the arrival of immigrants increases their welfare,
that is, the consumption level (through higher pension benefits) of these native-
born individuals increases and, as consequence, they would advocate an open d,oor
policy.

However, for individuals sharing pens'ions, the incentives for immigration vary
significantly for different labor productivity of immigrants. In addition, a native-
born individual's net beneflt from immigration also depends on the total (quota)
of immigrants and their own age.

We show that whether the labor productivity of immigrants is low (high), then
the welfare of the native-born individuals sharing pensions, inciuded individuals
aged zero, would worsen (improve) with immigration. Therefore, depending on

t ¿
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the level of labor productivity of immigrants, the youngest native-born individuals
may prefer either closed, door policy or open d,oor policy.

Moreover, we observe that the larger the quota of immigrants and the own age
is, the more likely the host-population is to benefi.t from immigration.

As Razin and Sadka [1999] suggest, the children of immigrants appear to
have attributes such as relativeiy low school completion rates that weaken their
earnings' potential later in life. Thus, as we have showed, whether immigrants
have a low labor productivity, the native-born individuals, especially the youngest
ones) may lose from immigration and may therefore opt to hait it. This manner,
the host-country should make easie¡ the social integration in order to avoid that
the difference betwéen labor productivity-is permanently extended forward to the
next genetations.

Concerning the link between retirement age and immigration, we find that the
arrival of immigrants modifies the optimal retirement age of every native-born
individual, For native-born individuals wi,thout sharing pensions, we find that the
older an individual is, the more likely he is to support a delay in the retirement
age, in order to get a higher consumption level,

For native-born individuals sharing pens,ions (individuals aged zero), again
the labor productivity of immigrants plays a crucial role on the preferences over
the retirement age. If the immigrants have a high (low) Iabor productivity, the
native-born individual prefers to delay (advance) the retirement age, in order to
get a larger level of consumption (Ieisure). Furthermore, the higher the quota
of immigrants allowed in the country, the more likely the host-population is to
support a delay in the retirement age with immigration.

Last of all, we provide a numerical example that shows how the optimal retire-
rnent ages of the host-population increases with the immigration. In this sense)
immigration would imply a delay on the retirement age bf the pension system.
Besides, we find that this effect rises with the labor productiüty of irnmigrants
and native-born people.

For all this, immigration could play a prominent role in solving the current
social security problems, either helping to stabilize the budget of the pension
systems or modifying (delaying) the mandatory retirement age. ln this context,
it might be worth to study the interaction between pension systems, immigration
and other social security problems in more detail, particularly with respect to the
ageing of population. This subject is Iefb for further research.

/ o
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2.8. Appendix
2.8.1. Proof of Proposition 2.1.

FYom the first order conditions and afber some simplifi.cations, the following
expression is obtained:

(0,38)

Since that a < E < ?, it is easy to verifu that the sign of this expression is
always positive, Q.E,D.

2.8.2. Proof of Proposition 2.2.

I Ind.ividuals aged a e (0," ü ,E)
\ /

To analyze the effects of changes in the quota of immigrants on the welfare
of the native-born individuals, we study the sign of. 0U (.) lA*. Flom first order
conditions of utility function we obtain

YP : (T l o1u'¡r1 9"
d m  " d m

(0.3e)

where

au0-"¡(#¡,)
0m 2\ft

( ó
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y _ t , (ñat (En i") + wt, + nt ,) ,^ ,A.- \-) 0m 2\/¿ (T n a) 
(o'40)

It is easy to check that -ur (c) is strictly positive, thus the sign of (0.39) depends
on the sign of 0cl0m. Let us to define I : p *tr. Then AUO/drn, after some
simplifications. can be exoressed as follows

au o _ (ffi (En i") + tut, + t"Frt,), t
0m 2J¿

In order to cla"rifu the definitive sign 9f 0cl0m and Etl(.) f 0m we proceed:

For o € (o,f l ,ql,  E € lTl2,Tl, p e[0, 1] and rn € (0, 1) define a f irnction
\ . 1

To,E(m,p) : -rrnfr(no ;r) + fu, + lrfu2. Notice that rhe sign of T",a(^,p)
is equivalent to ihe sign of 0cl0m and OLr (.) lA*. The function T^E(m,p) > 0

if and. only if # (F D +t) + fu,, + ifuz ) 0, that is, if and onty if p >

n ZnJrf lZR2'yz_ / -1
-2a i l t ra2+2}11r t r2 }21¡ . .For  ¿  u  (0 ,TDR) ,Re[T l2 ,T ]  andm €  (0 ,1 ) ,  de f ine

a function Q",n(*) , : n ^i#ffip-n Besides, Q",a@)is a continuous,
monotone and decreasing function. Let p be the maximum value of Q".n(*)

/ - 1
with a € (0,"  E Fl  and ñe [TlZ,?].  Then for any p >F we obtain that p >

Q",A(^) ,Vm e [0, 1] . Consequently, for any p > p, we have that Q.B (*,p) > 0,
i.e., )cf 0m and 0U (.) lA^ are positive,Vm € (0, 1).

Anaiogously, let g be the minimum value of Q",A(*) with a e (0, f U l8] u"a

E e ITlZ,?] . Then, for any p < p_we have that p < Q",A(^) and thus T^E(m,p),
\cl0m and 0U (.) lA^ are negatTveYm e (0,1).

Moreover, since Qo,B (nz) is a continuous, monotone and decreasing firnction
For  any  p  <p  (  p - thereex is ts  a rn*  e  (0 ,1 )  such t } ra tp :  Q" ,E(nz- )  w i th

a e (0," D ,el and F e [T12,?] . Thus To,E(m*,p) 3#;l*. and Wl-. are equal
\ . 1

to zero. Then, for any m' < m* implies that Qo,p (*') > Q*,n(*.) what means
that Q",p(^') > p. As we showed earlier, this is equivalent to that T^ñ(m,p) ,
7cl0mand0UQ lA^ arenegativeYm e (0,--).Symmetrically, for artyrn' > m*
this leads to that Q",A(*') < Q",n(nz-) what yields that Q",p(^') < p. That is,
T",E(m,p) , )cl0m and 0U (.) lA^ are positive Ym e (^*,I),

(0.41)
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Let 7 and 1 be the ievels of average labor productivity of imrnigrants with p
and p respectively. Therefore, we can deduce that following:

i) For any I € (0, ¿) then )cf 0m and 0U (.) lA* are strictly negative.
ii) For any I e F,L) then )cf }rn and 0U (.) lA* are strictly positive.

iii) For any / € (¿,0 the signs of.\cf 0m and 0UO lA* depend on rn. In
tlris case, there exists a rr¿* such that for arry rn e [0,m.) the signs of.)cf 0m
and 0U(.)lA^ are negative and for any m € (m*,11 the signs of 0cf0m and
AU O f 0m arc positive.

Concerning to the inverse relationship between m and /, Iet us to define p6 :

Q",a(*r) andpl : Q o,R(*r) . Let us to suppose that p1 ( p¡ and rn1 ( rn¡. Since

Q 
".A(m) 

is a continuous, monotone and decreasing firnction , ffit l rns impiies that

Q",A(*t) > Q",n(rn¡) or equivalently h ) p6, what is a contradiction. Therefore,
if. m1 1rn6 then h ) po. Therefore, the larger rn, a lower 1 is needed to obtain
)cl}rn and 0U (.) lA* positive or negative.

At last, there is no analytical soiution to verify the inverse relationship between
a and /, but numerically one can easiiy obtain it.38,Q.E.D.

D Individuals aged a:0.

To analyze the effects of changes in the quota of immigrants on the welfare
of the native-born individuais, we study the sign of. 0U (.) lA^. Flom first order
conditions of utility firnction we obtain

AUQ
(0.42)

where

ñ
n?

: T L t ' ( c ) F' oTn0m

(0.43)

(0.44)

It is easy to check that ut(c) is strictly positive, therefore the sign of Q.a2)
depends on the sign of 0cl0m. Let us to define I : p* tr. Then AU O f 0m, after
some simplifi.cations, can be expressed as follows

W*'+ m tr (1 +nz)ln(1 +m)l f f i f f i

38For the following parameter values is verified the inverse relationship between a and I:
T  =  57 ; ,?=48 ;  I  >  0 ;  r €  (0 ,  1 )  ;  L )  0 ;  I  <  L ;  me  (0 ,  1 )  and  a (  T  n  H .

au (.)
0m
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In order to cla"rify the definitive sign of. 0cl0m and 0U (.) lA* we proceed:

For p € [0,1] and rn € (O,i)  aef ine a ñmction S(m,p) :  :pf f i2 *mtr
(1 + r¿)ln (1 + rn) . Notice that the sign of S (*,p) is equivaient to the sign of
0cl0m andEU(.) lA^. The ñrnct ion,g(rn,p) > 0 i f  and only i f  pm2 ¡mú
( t+m)1n(1+m)}0 , tha t i s , i fandon ly i fp>w,For r¿e(0 ,1 ) ,
de f ineafunc t ionH(* ) . : tW'Weobta in t r r " t f f iH( * ) :0 .5and
/r'(1):0.38.Letp: 0.5 and p : 0.38. Then for any p ) B we have that
p >  H ( m ) , Y m  €  ( 0 , 1 ) .  C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  f o r  a n y p l B ,  w e h a v e t h a t  S ( m , p ) > 0 ,
i.e., )cf 0m and 0U (.) lA^ are positive,Ym e. (0,1).

Analogously, fo4 9,ny p <Lwe have thatp < H (^) and thus S (*,p),)cf 0m
and 0U (.)  lA* are negat iveYm e (0,1).

Moreover, since H (*) is a continuous, monotone and decreasing firnction.
For any p < p ( p there exists a m* €. (0,1) such that p : H(m*). Thus

S (^*,p) , 8*,1*. "nd, 
a#) 

l-, ur" equal to zero. Then, for any rn' < m* implies
that 11 (*') > H (^.) what means that H (m') > L. As we showed earlier,
this is equivalent to that S (*,p) , )cf 0m and 0U (.) lA* are negative Ym e
(0, --). Symmetrically, for any mt > rn* this leads to that 11 (*') < 11 (nz*) what
yields that H (^') < p. That is, S (m,p) , )cf 0m and 0U (.) lA* are positive
Vrn  €  (m* ,1) .

Concerning to the last part of the proposition, let us to define po : H (mo)
and p1 : H (mt). Let us to suppose that p1 ( p6 and rrll 1rns. Since ,I1(rn) is a
continuous, monotone and decreasing function, ffit 1rn¡ implies that Il (mt) >
H (mú or equivalently p1 ) po, that is a contradiction. Therefore, if. m1 < m¡¡
then p1 ) ps.

Let 7 a¡rd f be the levels of average Iabor productivity of immigrants for p and
p respectively. Therefore, we can deduce that following:

i) For any I € (0, ¿) then ?cf 0m and 0U (.) lA^ are strictly negative,
ii) For any .[ € F ,L) then \cf 0m and 0U (.) lA* are strictly positive.

iii) For any I € (¿,4 the signs of.)cf 0m and 0U(.) lA^ depend on rr¿. In
this case, there exists a rn* such that for arry n'L € (0,rn.) the signs of.)cf 0m
and 0U(.)lA^ are negative and for any nL e (m*,1) the signs of )cf 0m and
AU O f Dm are positive.

iv) The larger rn, a lower L,'.is needed to obtain 0cl0m and }U(.)lA*
positive or negative. Q.E.D.

ó-t
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2.8.3. Proof of Proposition 2.3.

T - l
For a € l0,Rl, define a function f": lTf2,T] * lR such that /,(R) ::

L J

U (R,a). We note that this function and the set lTf 2,7] satisfy the Weierstrass'
theorem. Therefore, f "(R) 

has its maxirmrm in lTl2,7l. Besides, from the first
derivative of this firnction we obtain:

Af"@) _ } f"(R) 0c n. ,
AR A"  Ñ. "  

u

Consequently, this maximum is interior whenever the foliowing inequality holds
9##l-=. < u .< ry#l*=r,, .This guarantees that there will nor exist
corner solutions. In words, an interior solution is obtained whether the leisure's
marginal utility is larger (iower) than the consumption's marginal utiJity when the
individual decides to work full time (minimum time allowed). Thus the individual
will have his optimal retirement age lies between T/2 and 7. Q.E.D.

2.8.4. Proof of Proposition 2.4.

Fbom the first and second derivative of the utility function belonging to an
individual of age a and productivity l, we derive:

(0,45)

(0.46)

(0.47)

W- 
(¿ (r n r)  +r(¿+n¿D Sc) o,aR 2\ft,

(z1r  n  r )+r (L+ml)q*=)
_ T ]  \  "

. r  2t+z¿, I
n'L )a'u (.)

aR2 4(' [4'T
It is easy to verify that the sign of the second derivativq is negative, Therefore,

the preferences are single-peaked on R. Q.E.D:

2.8.5. Proof of Proposition 2.5.

To analyze the effects of changes in the quota of immigrants on the optimal
retirement age R* (o,*), we study the sign of. 0R* (a,m) l)m. Flom F.O.C.
of maúmization problem of utility function and also according to the implicit
function theorem we obtain
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^ /  a u ( . \ \
, o( -T-?_¿

o ñ ' \ a 1 m )  n * a *_ - - . . . . . - _ _ u j _ ; ; _

0m 
- a2uo

zff
(0.48)

(0,52)

with

, r r  r  0c  0c  1u lc )  anam:  
u@

and

(t (t n r) +r (r + imt))2 (0.4e)
4(t/¿)' (T n a)

( ( tn r )  t+r (L+ lmr) l*(ry")l
(0 .51)

a2u (.\. ,  _n
aR2

Since E2U (.) IAR? is negative, that is, the indirect utility function is strictly
concave with respect to the retirement age, the sign of (0.48) coincide with the
sign of A @U 0 lAn /0.m. Tlnís derivative has the following expression: ;

a (%P) \ ,  , ,  ,  .  0c 0c . , ,  \  a@clag,^ r^,
#:  ( r  I  o) (u"  @ñ^+u' (c) f f )  (0 '50)

where

TDa
)l_J

, , .4@40R\  r  r I
- r I ^ r : : _ _* \"/ 0m 2\ft2(T n a)

It is easy to checl< that 0c/0R, )cf 0m are strictly positive andu" (c) is strictly
negative, therefore the sign of (0.51) is always strictly negative. On the other
hand, z'(c) and A@clAR) f 0m arc strictly positive and, thus, the sign of (0.52)
is positive as weII.

In order to clarifr the definitive sign of (0.48) and afier some simplifications
we obtain

0R. (a,m) _ rt lpr(Q n r)t + rL) + tpzrryill
om (¿ (1 n r) + r (L + lmI))'

(0.53)

where Vt : RJ ry+ a, (r n f) "na V, : (Tn o). Notice that the sign of
(0.48) and (0.53) is equivalent to the sign of the expression into square brackets.
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For ¡Q* (o,*) e fa,Tl, a e IT ! -R, E] and R e lTl2,?] define two functions
W", r (R) : :V t  and Yo,7(R) : :g t . I t  i s  easy  to  check  lha tYo,y (R)  i .  a lways
positive.

Besides, W",r (R) is a continuous, monotone and increasing function with
W",r(a) ?0,Wo,r (") > 0 and ?Wo,r@) IAR ) 0. Thus, the sign of W",y(R)
is uncertain. Concerning to the sign of. Wo1 (o), for o, e lT I R, R] , we obtain
t}oatrWo,y(o)1":ro* (  0 and W",r(o)|" :"  )  0 with }Wo,r(a) lSa> 0. Thus,
there exists a a' such that for any individual with age a e (al, Rl *" obtain
thaxWog (o) > 0 andWog (") > 0. Consequently, for any individual with age
a e (at ,,R] and R* (o,m) e [a,7], it is obtained that; Wog (R), Y",, (R) and, thus,
the sign of (0.48) and (0.53) are positive

On the other hand, for any inüvidual with age a € lT t n, ol) and .R* (a, rn) e

[a,T] and we obtain that Wog (o) < 0, W",, (T) ) 0. As we showed before that
}Wo,r@)lAR > 0, it can deduced that there ei<ists a Ri such that for any
individual with R* (o,^) € (.R/,7] the sign of W",, (R) is always positive. Hence,
it is obtained again that Wog (R) and Y",r (R) are positive and, consequently, the
sign of (0,48) and (0.53) is also positive.

However, for any individual with age a e lT tr R,at) and R* (o,*) e fa, H) ,
we obtain that the sign of W^, (R) is negative. Since that the signs of W,,r (R)
andYog (R) are opposite, the sign of (0.48) and (0,53) is uncertain. There is no
analytical solution to verify this sign, but numerically one can easily obtain that
the sign of (0.48) and (0,53) is always negative.3e

Because one can easily deduce that R- (at,m) ) R* (as,rn) with al ) @o all
what we said above can bé summarized in the following way. For all native-born
individual of age a e IT ! R,.R] and optimal retirement age.R* (o,^) e [a,Tl,
there exists a D e ("n r?,R) with n< ol  such that 0R*(a,m)l)m > 0 for
any native-born individual with age a € (4 R] , and á,R* (o,*) l0* < 0 for any
native-born inüvidual with age a e IT ú R, d). Q,E.D.

2.8.6. Proof of Proposition 2.6.

To analyze the effects of changes in the quota of immigrants on the optima.
ret i rement age R*(0,-) ,  we study the sign of.  ER*(0,m)10m. Fbom F.O.C.

seFor the following parameter values is verified that the sign of (0.53) is always negative:
T : 57 ; F= 48; t > 0; r € (0, 1) ; I > 0; I < L; m € (0, 1) ; a e lT D R, at); and R e la, Rt) .
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of maximization problem of utiüty function and also accorüng to the implicit
function theorem we obtain

oR. -(a'm) : otff i  (0.b4)0m 
-"W

with

aru (.) _ (, 
(t n r) + r (L +rnl) h(1t*r)2

_M:"

:
Since 02{/(.) IAR'is'negative, that ié, the indirect utility ftrnctión is strictly

concave with respect to the retirement age, the sign of (0.54) coincide with the
sign of A @U (.) IAR) l0m. This derivative has the following expression:

a rqQ\"  \7?" ' i  :T( , , , t r ( " \  0"  0"  .  .  .  A(?c l?D\--
dm - \* \-, aña^+-u'(c)#) (o'55)

where

, , , ,0c  oc  I  [ ( { r l " ) t+r (L*mI) " ( 'J* ) ) l
""(4fn#, : Tfu | I. (056)

,L  '  
- l

. l _ - * (L+mt )  i l l n (1  +m)L( l  + r¿ ) l,' 
l',^ j

ano

It is easy to check that )cl0R is strictly positive andu" (c) is strictly negative,
therefore the sign of (0.56) depends on )cf 0m. On the other hand, u' (c) is strictly
positive, thus, the sign of (0.57) depends on 0()cl0R) lA*.

Besides, A,R- (0, m) l0m, aftersomesimplifications, canbeexpressedasfollows
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0R.  (0 ,m)  ( ^ (L+mI )  !  tn (1  +m)L(1  +nz) )
(0 .58)_ :

0m l (1  Dr )  * r (L+ml ) l l $ ! r )

Inordertoclarifythedefinitivesign of.)cf 0m,A@clA$ f 0mandAR- (0,1,m) f 0m,
an identical technical to that used in Proof of proposition 2.2. (for ¿ : 0) is needed
to conclude that:

i) For any I € (0,¿) then }cf 0m,0(0cl0R)lA^ and ER* (0,^)f 0m are
strictly negative.

ii) For any 1 e (7,L) then \cf 0m,0(0cl0R)lA* and 0,R* (0,*)f 0m are
strictly positive. ..

iii) For any 1 e (J;1) ttre signs of )cf2m, A@clAR) f 0m and AR- (0, in) lAm
depend on rrl. In this case, there exists a rn* such that for arry m € [0, nz-)
the signs of.)cf 0m, A@clAR) f 0m and A.R. (0, m) l0m are negative and for any
m e (m*,11 the signs of )cf 0m, A@/AQ f 0m and aR* (0, m) l0m are positive.

iv) The Iarger rn, a lower I is needed to obtain \cf 0m, A @clAR) f 0m and
AR- (0, m) l0m .

positive. Q.E.D.
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Chapter 3. trIiciting social preferences.

3.1. Introduction
Lots of recent experimental evidence shows that people care about other peo-

ple. For this reason, tesea.rchers have begun to develop formal models of social
preferences that assume people are self-interested, but rather they are concerned
about the payoffs of others. Among the models designed to capture these other-
regarding preferences two prominent classes can be distinguished: models that
focus on distributional concerns, and models that focus on a concern for reci-
procity.

The distributional approach permits subjects to be motivated not only by
their own material payoff, but also by the frnal üstribution of payoffs. Fehr
and Schmidt [1999], for instance, study a model of inequality aversion in which
individuals suffer negative utility as the distribution of payoffs moves away from
the egalitarian distribution. But individuals may care differently about whether
they are ahead of others or behind them. Bolton and Ockenfels [2000] assume
that subjects are motivated by both their own payoff and their relative payoff
standing. Accordingi¡ subjects like the average payoff to be as close as possible
to their own payoff. This model of inequality aversion predicts that people do
not care about how money is üvided among other subjects, i.e., they are not
egaiitarian. Thus, a zubject would be equally huppy if all subjects received the
same payoff or if some were rich and some were poor as long as she received
the average, Andreoni and Miller [2002], to test the consistency of preferences
for altruism, offer subjects several opportunities to share a surplus with another
anonymous subject where the costs of sharing and the surplus available vary
across decisions. They conclude that subjects exhibit a consistent preference
for altruism. On the other hand, Zizzo and Oswald [2001] study the negatively
interdependent preferences. Ln their experiment, they vary the price of burning,
namely the amount of their own money that subjects must burn to decrease other
people's money hoidings. They for:nd that nearly two-thirds of subjects paid for
impoverishing other people. Even as the price of burning went up, the percentage
of people who chose to burn other people üd not fall substantially.

The main alternatives so far to these distributional preference models are
models that try to capture actions that are conditional on the actions or intentions
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of others. Flom Sudgen [19841 or Rabin [19931 to Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger

[2003] , different theoretical models capturing the reciprocity concern have been
formulated. Parallel, many experimental studies have indicated that reciprocity
considerations are an important component of behavior, Charness and Hamvy

[2002] , Charness and Rabin [2002] and Offerman [2003] find considerable negative
reciprocity, but limited positive reciprocity. However, McCabe, Rigdon and Smith

[2000] find signifi.cant and statistically signifi.cant evidence of positive reciprocity.

In order to compare the relative importance of both motivations, Charness and
Rabin [2002] provide a model for modeling reciprocity and distributional prefer-
ences. In the debate about what kind of other-regarding preferences are more
effective in explaining behavior, they find social we-lfarg preferences to be.present
in most subjects. They show that subjects are more concerned with increasing
social welfare -sacrificing to increase the payoffs for all recipients, especially low-
payoffs recipients- than with reducing differences in payoffs. These authors find
that subjects are also motivated by reciprocity: they withdraw wilüngness to sac-
rifi.ce to achieve a fair outcome when others are themselves unwilling to sacrifice,
and sometimes punish unfair behavior,

In summa,ry, experimental evidence suggests both that people are willing to
sacrifi.ce their own material payoffs to increase or to decrease other people's payoffs
and that people are also motivated by reciprocity, In this respect, this paper
presents a ne'w experimental test to jointly elicit distributional preferences and
reciprocal behavior for each individual. Participants make sequential pair-wise
choices between two alternative states described only by their individual payoffs.
Through these binary choices, we try to elicit to what extent subjects are willing
to sacrifice money (to parametrize the degree of individual sacrifice). At the
same time, our experimental design allows us to measure to what extent these
same subjects modify, if any, their willingness to sacrifi"ce depending on how other
people behave, To the best of our knowledge, our experimental design is the first
attempt to individually compare both effects or motivations (difference in payoffs
and reciprocal behavior).

In our experiment, each binary choice involves a different relative price of
sacrificing own materiai payoffs, This price variation allows us to test the dis-
tributional preferences beneath and to elicit a sacrifice's degree. In other words,
thlough binary choices we can elicit for each individual both the kind of other-
regarding preferences and the weight of these social preferences in their behavior.
Besides, in order to get a more complete analysis, participants make choices from
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two different positions: strong or ahead; and weak or behind. Fbom the strong
position, subjects always get a higher payoff than the other participant, On the
contlary, from the weak position, subjects always get a lower payoff than the other
participant.

Our experimental design allows us to elicit, first, the willingness to reduce pay-

off differences. As it wiII be explained next, the experiment goes on the check for
the eústence of reciprocal concerns. To test the role of reciprocity, like Charness
and Rabin [20021, we design response games where participant i's choice follows a
move by participant j's to refuse an outside option, and compare i's behavior with
her behavior given the same sequential binary choices where j had not option at
all. :

Our data consist of an experiment with two different treatments (d.istribu-

tional a,nd reciproeity), with 120 participants making 4468 decisions. ln line
with Solnick and l{emenway [1998], Bolton and Ockenfels [2000], and Johansonn-
Stenmman et al. [20021, our results suggest that the relative position matters.
Looking at the individual data in the distributional treatment, we find that the
elicited distributional preferences from both positions (strong and weak) are sta-
tistically significant different. Amongst other results, we find that more than half
of respondents sacrifi,ces own material payoffs to increase other's payoffs from a
strong position. Besides, subjects exhibit a less availability to help and a higher
availability to hurt from a weak position.

In the reciprocity treatment, our results are not consistent with experimental
evidence that maintains that subjects behave reciprocally. We do not find sta-
tistically significant difference comparing subject i's choices makes from identical
choice tables as a firnction of subject j's choice previously did or did not make. In
this stylized experimental design, subjects do not exhibit any reciprocal behavior.
This finding suggests that when subjects make choices from different positions
(strong and weak) about a broad range of possibilities in the final distribution of
payoffs, then they care about the distribution of payoffs. No matter how other
subjects behave. We could conjecture that subjects seem to pay more attention
to their relative position than to the actions or intentions of other people.

3.2. Experimental design
We present a new experimental test with sequential binary choices to indi-

vidually elicit other-regarding preferences and reciprocai behavior. We employ a
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modified version of the Dictator Game. In the original dictator game, developed
by Forsythe et al. [1994] , subjects divide rn dollars between themselves and an-
other subject so that r¿*rj: m.In our design, the dictator has two different
possibilities, state A or B. Each state represents player i's payoffs and another
player j's payoffs. Respondents make sequential pair-wise choices between two
states. Each binary choice corresponds to a dictator game and allows us to elicit
both whether people sacrifice their own material payoffs to increase or to decrease
other people's payoffs ot not, and to what extent people sacrifi.ce their own money,
Like Johansson-Stenman et al [2002], each binary choice corresponds to a certain
level of distributional preferences when the player is indifferent between state á
and B. ao

S.2.L Eliciting an utility function for each indiüdual

Different tlpes of models have been formulated to capture the behavior of
subjects in economic laboratory, This experimental test allows us to individually
elicit their parameter values of a particular utility firnction. Charness and Rabin

120021 (CR hereafter) fi.t a modei that encapsulates variants of edsting models as
special cases) and formulate a new simple conceptual model to capture patterns
of behavior that previous models do not explain. Letting r¿ and 13 be player i's
and j's money payoffs, the CR's utility function of player i can be written as:

U¡ (nu , r ¡ )  = ( ID  p ,  I  as  |  0q ) rn+ (p ,  +o t *0q ) r ¡ (0.5e)

where al

r : | íf. r¡) r¡, and r : 0 otherwise;

s : Lif.r¿ 4 x:¡, ands : 0 otherwise;

q : [ 1 if j has misbehaved, and g : 1 otherwise.

The CR's formulation denotes that z's utiüty is a weighted sum of her own
payoff and j's payoff, where the weight i places on j's payoff may depend on

40In Johansson-Stenman et al [2002] respondents a¡e asked between alternative states with
different uniform income distributions. Through choices between alternative states they obtained
information about the participants' degree of relative risk aversion and the degree of positionality
(the concern for relative standing).

al Charness and R¿bin [2002] leave underspecified the reciprocity concern. In fact, they assume
g : [1 if j has misbehaved, but g : 0 otherwise. The latter case, in our experimental design
requires a positive value for g in order to elicit the parameter d.
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whether j is getting a higher or lower payoff than i and on how j has behaved. The
pa,rameters p, o and d capture various aspects of other-regarüng preferences and
reciprocal behaüor. Our experimental design allows us to elicit these parameter
values.

Interpretations of data in this article will be based on the foliowing definitions.
If for any binary choice player i's payoffs ate at least as large as player j's payoffs
in the final distribution, this player z's position will be referred to as"strong po-
s'ition". On the contrary, if for any binary choice player i's payoffs never exceed
player 7's payoffs in the final distribution, this player i's position will be referred
to as " weak position" . Furthermore, from any position, when a player ri makes
sacrifices by reducing ow¡r material payoffs to increase (or decrease) player j's pay-
offs, this kind of behavior will be defined as " pos'it'iue'(or negat'iue) interdependent
preferences" .

The concepts of social welfare, difference avetsion, competitive, self-interested
and solidarity preferences used in this paper are defined as follows. Soci,al welfare
preferences (SW) is when a player i sacrifi.ces own materíal payoffs t,o increase
player j's payoffs. Difference auersion preferences (DA) is when a player ¿ sacri-
fi.ces own material payoffs to reduce differences between her and player ;t's payoffs.
Com,peti,ti,ue preferences (CP) is when a player i sacrifices or¡m material payoffs to
decrease player j's payoffs. Self-i,nterest preferences is (Self) when a player i does
not make any kind of sacrifice. Last of all, sokd,ari,ty preferences (SP) is when
a player i only sacrifi.ces own material payoffs from a strong position to increase
player j's payoffs.a2

3,2.2. Eliciting parameter values or a sacrifice's degree

3.2.2.1. Elicititg p or the
position

sacrifice's degree from a strong

The following decision problems were presented to elicit interdependent pref
erences when subjects are in a strong position. The decision problems or states
are presented in Table 1. Notice that, Di,ctator i's payoffs are at least as high as
reci,pi,ent j's payoffs.

azThis classification suggested here is not comprehensive. Although simila¡ to other ones, it
is just a way to explain better ou¡ data.
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Table 1
Measuring the sacrifice
from a strong position

&c e j
r u)s
ualue

Relatiue price
of sacri,ficing P¡

State A 1100 600
State .Bl 1000 1000 4 0.25 0.20
State ,B2 1000 900 3 0.33 0.25
State .B3. 1000 800 2 0.50 0.33
State lJa 1000 700 I

I I 0.50
State .B5 1000 600 0 oo i

State .86 1000 500 . I -1 oo

State l/7 1000 400 -2 -0.50 1- l

State .Bg 1000 300 -3 -0,33 -0.50

State lJe 1000 200 -4 -0.25 -0.33

State ,81¡ 1000 100 -5 -0.20 -0.25

State .811 1000 0 -6 -0.17 -0.20

Each binary choice, state A versus whatever state .8, represents not only a
type of interdependent preferences but aJ.so a relative price of sacrificing. This
price variation across states allows us both to test not only the interdependent
preferences beneath but also to elicit the sairifice's degree. Consider an example.
Following Andreoni and Miller [2002] , the binary choice between state A and
81 implies that player i prefer to refuse 100 units to raise the other subject's
payoff by 400 units, implying that the price of the opponent's payoff is 0,25 and
the price of self-payoff is 1, Hence, a subject choosing state 81 over A, means
that sacrifices her own money to help one other people and her relative price of
sacrificing is larger than 0.25. If, for instance, an individual i chooses state B in
the first two pair-wise alternatives, but .4 from the third one on, we know both
that she sacrifices own money to help and also that her relative price of sacrificing
is between 0.33 and 0.50.

Our simpie setting allows us to individually elicit what kind of sacrifi.ces make
the subjects and to extent to which the subjects make sacrifices. Furthermore
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when subjects' choice of states are between ,81 and .B5, they exhibit positive inter-
dependent preferences, namely, make sacrifices to increase the another anon¡rrnous
subject's payoffs. However, when subjects choose between Bo and -811, they ex-
hibit negative interdependent preferences, namely make sacrifi.ces to decrease the
another anonymous subject's payoffs.

In the CR's utility ñrnction the parameter p captures various aspects of social
preferences. That is, it allows for a range of different distributional preferences,
that rely soleiy on the outcomes and not on any notion of reciprocity. Concreteiy,
by eliciting p it can be observed to what extent subjects are willing to sacrifice
own material payoffs (to help or to hurt) from a strong position.

Considei the foiiowing example. In state .4, the income of player i and I is
respectively nf : 7100 and rf : 600 units of lab moríey. In state -8, the income of
both players is rf : 1000 aná nf : 700 units of lab money. Foiiowing Johansson-
Stenman et al [2002], if the player i is indifferent between the two states, we have
Uf (r) - Uuu (a) and hence

P¡ :
A -  Rri' u rl

(0,60)(r fnrf)n("fr" f)
In this particular case, indifference corresponds to p¿ : 0.5. Consequently,

if the player prefers state A over -8, p¿ < 0.5 and vice versa. Furthermore,
when the subjects' choice of states are between .B1 and .B5 their distributional
preferences are consistent with difierence aversion and social welfare preferences.
However, when they choose between 8o and .811 their distributional preferences
are compatible with competitive preferences.4s

3.2.2.2. Eliciting a or the sacrifice's degree from a strong
position

Similarly, to elicit the sacrifice's degree of subjects wheñ get lower payoffs than
other anonymous subjects, the following decision problems were presented to each
subject. The decision problems or states are presented in Table 2. Notice that
Dictator i's payoffs never exceed reci,pi,ent j's payoff.

Again, through choices between aiternative states, we obtain quantitative and
qualitative individual information about the interdependent preferences of the

asNotice that the same binary choices allow r¡s to elicit for each individual their interdependent
and distributional preferences, that is, their relative price of sacrificing from a strong position
and thei¡ parameter value p.
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respondents. Slhen subjects' choice of states are between,Br and 85, they exhibit
positive interdependent preferences and when choose between -86 and .B11, they
exhibit negative interdependent preferences.

Table 2
Measuring the sacrifice
from a weak position

e L

Pass
ualue

Relatiue price
of sacri,fi,cing

6¿

State A 600 1100
State .81 500 1500 4 0.25 0.20

State ,Bz 500 1400 3 0.33 0.25
State .B3 500 1300 2 U. bU 0.33

State 8a 500 r200 I I 0.50
State ,B5 500 1100 0 oo I

State JJ6 500 1000 -1 -1 oo

State -Bz 500 900 -2 -0.50 t
State .Bs 500 800 o

-t) -0.33 -0.50

State Be 500 700 -4 -0.25 -0.33

State .B1s 500 600 - b -0.20 -0.25

State .811 500 bUU -o -0 .77 -0.20

Analogousl¡ the parameter a in the CR's utiüty ñ:nction also captures various
aspects of social preferences. Concretely, by eliciting d it can be observed to what
extent subjects are willing to sacrifi.ce own material payoffs (to help or to hurt)
from a weak position. ln this case, if the player i is indifferent between the two
states, we have UÍ (r) : UtB (r) and hence

u i  -
* A n * Bú i  ¿  ú , i

(0 .61)
( " fnrP) t r ( r fnr f )

Respondents make only one choice between the state A and whatever state
.8, described only by their individual payoff. When the subjects' choice of states
are between -Bl and .B5 their distributional preferences are consistent with social
welfare preferences. However, when zubjects choose between ,86 and Brr their
distributional preferences are compatible difference aversion and with competi-
tive preferences. If, for instance, an individual z drooses state B in the first two
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pair-wise alternatives, but .4 from the third one on, we know both that his distri-
butional preferences are consistent with social welfare preferences and also that
0 . 3 3 < o ¿ < 0 . 5 0 . 4 4

F\om both strong and weak position, apart from sacrifice considerations other
aspects might influence the zubject's decision, In particular preferences for effi-
ciency may lead to a choice that maximizes total payoff. If this is the motivation,
subject would could maximize total payoff but with some cost to herself. This
happens if in the first three pair-wise choices subject chooses B over A.a5

F\uthermore, it can be observed that from both positions, when a subject
chooses state .B over A in any of the first five binary choices, she is sacrifi.cing own
material payoffs to'help other subject. And when a subject chose state B over A
in any of the iast six binary choices, she is sacrif.cing own material payoffs to hurt
other subject.

3.2.2.3. Eliciting B or the reciprocal behavior

The parameter 0 captures the reciprocity concern. To test the role of the
reciprocity, once aII subjects have been identified with parameter values (p and o),
we study simple response games where player i's choices follow a move by player j's

to refuse an outside option, and compare i's behavior with her previous behavior
given the same binary choices where j had no option at a,11. Any change in
subject's behavior can be qualitatively explained in terms of reciprocity.

We apply what is called the strategy method. Respondent makes the same
eleven sequential pair-wise choices between two states, A and B, but assuming
Ihat j lets her to choose. Namely, subject'd knows that their decision only matters
if j lets her to choose. This design also allows us to elicit, in exact quantitative
terms, the individual impact of this reciprocal behavior.

3.3. E>cperimental procedure and results
aaNotice that the same binary choices allow us to elicit fo¡ each indiüdual their interdependent

and distributional preferences, that is, their relative price of sacrificing from a weak position
and their parameter value a.

45If in the first three binary choices a subject chooses B over ,4, different aspects might
influence the subjects' decision: first, altruism (sacrifice to increase other's payoffs per se);
second, efficiency (sacrifice to maximize total payoffs); third, both altruism and efficiency. In
Charness and Rabin [2002] four of five dictator garnes proposed to test this kind of sacrifi.ce have
the same peculiarity. If a subject decides to sacrifice own material payoffs to increase other)s
payoffs is also increasing total surplus.
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A total of 120 students from The University of Valencia took part in this
experiment in October 2003, The experiment consisted of two treatments: (i)
the distributional treatment; and (ii) the reciprocity treatment, 80 students took
part in the distributional treatment, 40 as active players and 40 as passive players.
The same 40 active players, following a surprise restart, were asked to participate
in a new treatment (they received no information about the second treatment at
the beginning of the first one) at the end of the fi.rst one with a fresh group of 40
subjects.

3.3.1. The distributional experiment

A total of 80 subjects took part in the distribltional treatment; 40 .each in
the dictator (player z) and recipient (player j) roles. Each group was sitting in
a different room. Players z (dictator role) made 22 sequential choices between
two alternative states, A and B. OnIy one state could be selected in each choice.
Players j (recipient role) did not make any kind of decision. Participants kept
their roles during the whole treatment and did not have any additional information
except the individual payoffs described by the states ,4 and B, All participants
knew that they would be paid according to the outcome generated by one of the
22 i,'s choices, and that would be anonymously paired with another participant
of the other room, both -payoffs and partner- to be selected at random. In the
experiment, 1000 units of lab money : 5 eutos. The hand-run treatment took
less than 30 minutes and average earnings (included a 3 euros show-up fee) were
around 10 euros. Experimental instructions are provided in Appendix.

To make sure subjects understood the distributional treatment we made a
questionnaire afier the instructions were read aloud to the group and just be-
fore the experiment began. The explanation was repeated until nobody made a
mistake (this was true from the beginning, probably due to the simplicity of the
design).

The distributional treatment consisted of two different sequential binary choices:
(i) strong position game (game S); and (ii) weak position game (game W). Re-
spondents i made 11 sequential binary choices in game S and others 11 in game

W.46 This array of sequential dictator games allowed a responder to sacrifice her
own payoff to decrease inequality and total surplus, to decrease inequality anc
total surplus, to reduce the payoff of another, etc, When player i had the strong

46In order to mitigate order effects, once the respondents had made their decisions, they were

encou¡ased to check them.
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position, her choices allowed us to elicit her distributional preferences, her sac-
rifice's degree and the parameter value (po) in her utility function. Analogously,
when player i had the weak position, her choices allowed us to elicit her distri-
butional preferences, her sacrifi.ce's degree and the parameter value (o¿) in her
utility function.aT

3.3.1.1. Descriptive results

Table 3 summarizes the predominant behavior in the distributional treatment.
As we explained before, if subjects chose state B in the first fi.ve binary choices,
they sacrificed their own matetial payoffs to help other subject. And if subjects
chose state B in the last six binary chojces, they sacrificed their own material
payoffs to hurt other zubject. This was true from both positions,

Table 3
Predomi,nat behaui,or Game S Game W

Help 27 15
[Iurt 10 T4

Help > Hurt 2I (52.5To)rr  (27.5%)
Help ( Hurt 6 (75Yo 72 (30To

A 12 (30%) r5 (37,5%)
Help : }{1¡'¡ |  (2.5%) 2 (5%)

Total subjects 40 (i00% 40 (100%)

" HeIp" denotes the nurnber of subjects that chose state -B at least once in the
first frve binary choices. " Hurt" denotes the number of subjects that chose state
.B at least once in the last six binary choices. ",4" denotes the number of subjects
that always chose state A. "HeIp > (<,:) Hurt" denotes the mrmber of subjects
that chose state B in the first five binary choices more (Iess, equal) times than
they chose state B in the last six binary choices. In other words, "Help ) Hurt"
captures subjects that chose, for instance, state B in the first three binary droices
and state A in the rest. In this case, subjects showed clearly a kind behavior and
their distributional preferences and parameter values can be elicited. However,
this variable also encapsulates subjects that chose, for instance, state B in the
first two binary choices and in the ninth one, and state .4 in the rest of binary

47We conducted a pilot study in June 2003 but we can not either aggregate or compare data

since the experimental design has been slightly modified.
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choices. In this latter case, it just can be said that subjects showed at some
extent a kind behavior, but we can neither elicit their distributional preferences
nor their parameter values. This latter behavior in this paper will be referred
to as "inconsistent", in the sense that the underlying social preferences for these
subjects are not clear.48 The last section before concluding remarks examines
subjects with consistent choice profiles.

Analyzing the data, we find that the predominant behavior is difierent in each
game. The probabilities with which the states á and B a¡e chosen depend on
the position (strong or weak). The difference between games is signifi.cant in a
Wilcoxon test at p < 0.001. ln game S, from a strong position, subjects exhibited
a larger willingness to sacrifice own material payoffs to help other subjects,.namely
subjects showed mainly a kind behavior. Although,'6 subjects of 40 exhibited a
mean behavior, that is, sacrificed more times own money to hurt than to help. On
the other hand, in game W, from a weak position, the largest homogeneous group
(about 37.5%) did not exhibit any willingness to sacrifice own material payoffs.
Furthermore, 12 out of the 40 subjects showed mainly a mean behavior, that is,
they sacrificed own material payoff to decrease the other)s payoffs. Last of all, 11
out of the 40 subjects sacrifi.ced own money to help other subjects -increasing even
more the difference between payoffs. Consequently, the relative position making
decisions mattered.

3.3.2. The reciprocity experiment

A total of 79 subjects took part in the reciprocity treatment; 40 in first-mover
role (player j) and 39 in second-mover role (player i).ae Each group was sitting in
a different room. This treatment was run just afier the distributional treatment.
Players z are the same subjects in both treatments, players j are different. Players
z (second-mover role) made 44 sequential choices, distributed in 4 blocks of 11
decisions, between two alternative states, A and 8. Players j (first-mover role)
made 4 choices, one per block, between two possibiüties: to choose or to let player
i choose. Players i knew that their decisions would only affect the payoffs if player
j opts to give them the choice (strategy method). All participants knew that they
wouid be anonynnously paired with another participant of the other room, and

a8A choice profile is "inconsistent", in the sense of Johansson-Stenman et al [2002] , ifswitching
from A to B or vice versa occurs more than once. Individuals can decide between A and B
according to very different particular considerations (income effect, expected utility, etc.).

aeA player i left the experimental room once the distributional treatment finished. When he
was asked to participate in a new treatment and did not agree to our requests.
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that would be paid according to the outcome generated by themselves in one of the
4 blocks, both -partner and payoffs- to be selected at random. In the experiment,
1000 units of lab money : 5 eutos. The hand-run treatment took less than 40
minutes and average earnings (included a 3 euros show-up fee) were around 12
euros. Experimental instructions are provided in Appendix.

To make sure subjects understood the reciprocity treatment we made a ques-
tionnaire after the instructions were read aloud to the group and just before the
experiment began. Again, the explanation was repeated until nobody made a
mistake (in this case, this was true almost from the beginning)

The reciprocity treatment consisted of four response games: (i) strong posi
tion and positive réciprocity game (game SPR); (ii) weak position and positive
reciprocity game (game WPR);(i) strong position and negative reciprocity game
(game SNR);and (ii) weak position and negative reciprocity game (game WNR).
Respondents i made 11 sequential binary choices in each game and respondents j

made one choice in each game. Table 4 shows the payoffs that subjects faced in
response games.

Table 4
Response games

Game SPR j chooses (0, 1000) or lets i choose (A, B)

Game WPR j chooses (0, 1500) or lets i choose (4, B)

Game SNR j chooses (2000, 1000) or lets i choose (A, B)

Game WNR j chooses (2000, 1500) or lets i choose (4, B)

These games let us elicit the impact on behavior of explicit reciprocal concerns:
if in the first two response games player j lets player i to choose, this decision
helps player i; on the contrary, if in the last two response games player j lets
player i to choose, this decision hults player i, Therefore, these response games
allows us to examine reciprocity by observing how player i's choices depend on
the choice player j has refused. F\rrthermore, since piayers i are the same sub-
jects in both treatments, once have been identified with a sacrifi.ce's degree and
parameter values (p and o) in the distributional treatment, this design allows us
to qualitatively and quantitatively elicit the individual impact of their reciprocal
behavior.

3.3.2.1. Descriptive results with reciprocity
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Next we compare player i's behavior in reciprocity treatment with her previous

behavior given the same binary choices in distributional treatment where j had
no option at all. To mitigate order effects with regard to the kind of reciprocity
(positive or negative), we designed the reciprocity treatment in such a way that
half group of piayers z began with the games SPR and WPR and the other half
began with games SNR and WNR. A Mann-Whitney test showed that there was
no significant difference between the two subtreatments. Hence we can conclude
that the results are not driven by the order subjects faced them.

Table 5

P redo mi,n ant b eh aui,o r s SPR SNR W WPR WNR

HeIp 27 26 24 15 15 15
Hwt 10 8 l0 L4 13 13

HeIp ) Hurt 2t 2t 20 11 1 1 12
I{eIp ( Hurt 6 4 b T2 10 11

A T2 11 l1 15 16 15

Ilelu : Hurt 1 3 2 2 2 1
Total subjects 40 39 39 40 39 39

Table 5 shows the predominant behavior, help vs. hurt, of all subjects in
both distributional and reciprocity treatment,s0 In the end of the two experimen-
tal treatments, each player i made 66 binary choices, 33 from a strong position
and 33 from a weak position. We found that the probabilities with which the
choices between A and .B are made depended on the position. By comparing
SPR with WPR a Wilcoxon test shows that the choices are significantly differ-
ent (p < 0.001). In the same way, by comparing behaüor in SNR and WNR a
Wilcoxon test shows again that the relative position is significant at p < 0.05.

However and perhaps most strikingly, looking at Table 5, one can easily observe
lack of reciprocity. By comparing the choices player ¿ made in game S with
her choices in the games SPR and SNR, the results provide an unambiguous
photograph about the reciprocity concern. The predominant behavior was not
affected by the subject j's choice. The number of subjects within each category
("IIeIp", "Hurt", etc.) was almost identical. Similarly, by comparing player z's
choices made in weak position games (W, WPR and WNR), the data shed the
same light on the reciprocity matter. Fbom both positions, Wilcoxon tests do not

soTable 5 must be si¡nilarlv interpreted to Thble 3.
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find statistically significant difference comparing subject i's choices made from
identical choice table as a firnction of the subject j's choice previously did or did
not make. Wilcoxon-tests show that not only the reciprocity concern does not
modify individual behavior but also the kind of reciprocity (positive or negative)
either.sl

Furthermore, all these results are kept when we just analyzed consistent choice
profiles. That is, even when we only considered individuals with elicited distri-
butional preferences, we obtained the same results. The relative position always
mattered and the reciprocal behavior did not appear.

These results are not consistent with experimental evidence that maintains
that subjects behaVe reciprocally. This finding suggests that when subjects make
choices from different positions about a broad range of possibilities in such a way
that can sacrifi.ce to decrease inequality and/or total surplus, and can sacrifi.ce
to increase inequality and/or total surplus, etc., then they care about the final
distribution of payoffs across subjects. No matter how other subjects behave.

F\-uthermore, this happens in a very sty'ized context where subjects face re-
sponse games with simple binary choices. The actions or intentions of other people
seem to go unnoticed. However, subjects pay attention to their relative position,
It is as if a kind of motivation expels the other one. I¡ this respect, we might
conjecture that subjects give priority to their concerns, In first place, subjects
care about their relative position. In second place, subjects care about how other
people behave; and, sometimes, depending on the environment, this concern does
not appear.

3.3.3. Consistent choice proflles

3.3.3.1. Analyzing p or the sacrifi.ce's degree from a strong
position

5tln the reciprocity treatment, once subjects j made their 4 choices and out of the experiment,
we proposed them if wanted to make the same 44 binary choices that subjects i. Subjects j
agreed to our requests. Then, subjects j took part in four games (SPR, SNR, WPR and WNR).
By comparing the choices player 7 made in strong position games (SPR and SNR), and by
comparing the choices player j made in weak position games (WPR and WNR), we again did
not found statistically significant difference in their responses. Subjects j, in the role of second-
mover, did not care either about how first-mover behaved. Wilcoxon-tests showed that the kind
of reciprocit¡ positive or negative did not modify their individual behavior.
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Next, we just present the data of subjects with consistent choice profiles; in the
sense that their distributional preferences and sacrifice's degrees can be elicited. In
game S, there were 28 out of 40 (or about 70%) consistent responses. The results
of which are presented in Table 6. Only one participant is distributed within
categories implying a negative value of p, That is, from a strong position, almost
nobody made sacrifices to decrease (even more) payoffs of another participant,
In fact, 15 subjects (or about 53.5%) sacrificed own material payoffs to inerease
other's payoffs. Specifically, 43To of. respondents, with a parameter value between
0.33 and 1, made sacrifi.ces to help with different relative prices of sacrifi.cing.

Twelve participants (or about 43%) always chose state A. When a participant
always chooses state A we interpret that since she has not .chosen to sacrifice
herself at any moment, then assume that this individual has a sacrifice's degree
equal to zero. Rigorously speaking) we can not guararrtee that these individuals
have a degree of sacrifi.ce equal to zero (p:0), just between p € (10.20,0.20).
But if we would try to elicit more concretely the value of p, this would change
fairly the structure of the treatment (inverting the relative position) and would
modify substantially the experiment,

In short, from a strong position, more than half of respondents made sacrifi.ces
to improve payoffs of another anonpnous participant and, practicaily, nobody
exhibited negative interdependent preferences,

Table 6
Game S

Parameter ualues lv" Percentages

p<D7 1 3.5%
D1 <p<80 .5 0 0

! 0 . 5<p< !0 .33 0 0
[0 .33  <p<  [ 0 .25 0 0
D0.25<p<1020 0 0
[ 0 . 20  I  o  <0 .20 72 4s%
0 .20<  p<0 .25 2 7%
0.25<p<0.33 I 3.5%
0 .33<p<0 .50 7 25%

0 .50<p<1 5 r8%
p>  I
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3.3.3.2. Analyzing a or the sacrifice's degree from a weak
po,srlron

In game W there were 33 (or about 82.5%) consistent subjects whose behavior
can be elicited. The results are presented in Table 7.52 Nine participants (or
about 27%) exlnbited negativeiy interdependent preferences. That is, 9 out of 33
subjects made sacrifices to decrease other's payoffs, However, from a weak posi-
tion, nine subjects also showed positively interdependent preferences, i.e., made
sacrifi.ces, increasing the inequality between both, to increase better positioned
other¡s payoffs. : ,

The main Soupr 46% ofparticipants, dit not make any sacrifi,ce either to help
or to hurt to other participants, namely, they always chose state A over B. Again,
for this kind of behavior, we assume that these individuals have a sacrifice's degree
equal to zero (o - 0).

Table 7
Game W

Parameter ualues N-q Percentages

o<t r l 4 12%
t r I<o< [0 .5 i 3%

ü0 .5<o< !0 .33 1 SYo
f0 .33  <o  <  !0 .25 1 3%
D0.25  <o  <  D0 .20 2 6%
[ 0 . 20  1o  <0 .20 15 46%
0 .20  <  o  <0 .25 0 0
0 .25<o<0 .33 J 9Yo

0 .33<o<0 .50 f) 18%
0 .50  <  o  <7 0 0

o>1 0 0

3.3.3.3. Patterns of behavior according to the position
s2There were 7 inconsistent responses in treatment W. At first, the participants took part in

treatment S y later made choices in treatment W.
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Next, we compare the results in both games to analyze to what extent the
position (strong or weak) determines the behavior of respondents. Table 8 sum-
marizes these results, "Always .4." denotes the number of subjects that always
chose state A. " Sacrifices to Help" denotes the number of subjects that only chose
state B in the fi¡st fi.ve bina,ry choices. "Sacrifices to Hurt" denotes the number
of subjects that only chose state .B in the last six binary choices.

Table 8
Patterns of behavior

Game S Game W

Always  A (p ,o -0 12(43%) r5(46%)
Sacrifices to help (p, o > 0) 15(53.5%) e(27%)
Sacrifices to hurt (p,o < 0) I (3 . \Yo) e(27%

First, in both games the percentage of participants whom did not make any
sacrifice either to help or to hurt was almost identical (43% against 46%). Sec-
ond, in game S respondents exhibited a higher ievel of generosity (53.5% against
27%).Third, in game S respondents practically never exhibited negatively inter-
dependent preferences. That is, subjects did not sacrifice to hurt other subjects.
Elowever, in game W, 27 % of subjects sacrifi.ced their own payoff to reduce the
payoffs of another better positioned participant. In summary, in game W partic-
ipants exhibited a less availability to help and a higher availability to hurt.

We conclude that there is statisticaliy significant difference between games and
the probabilities with which the choices are made. A Wilcoxon-test shows that

relative position is significant at p < 0.001.53

3.3.3.4. Analyzing other-regarding preferences and recip
rocal behavior

This experimental design provides mechanisms to observe individual behavior
in both games. This allows us to individually differentiate among various socia-

53In the distributional treatment, while subjects j waited for subject i's choices and out of the
experiment, we proposed them if wanted to make the same 22 binary choices that subjects i.
Subjects j agreed to our requests. Then, subjects j took part in the same two games (S and W).
By comparing the choices player ¡ made from both positions, we found statistically significant
difference in their behaüor. Wilcoxon-tests showed that the relative position was significant at
p < 0.001.
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preferences. Table 9 indicates what kinds of sacrifices and social preferences sub-
jects exhibited in the distributional treatment. There were 27,consistent responses
in both game S and W,

Table 9
Patterns of behavior from both positions

S acrifices - S ocial Preterences lvo Percentages

Neither help nor hurt-Self 10 37%
Always help-SW 7 26%
Always hurt-CP 1 4%

. Heip if strong-SP 4 15%

Iletp if strong, hurt if weak-DA 3 l lYo
Other preferences 2 7%

In line with Andreoni and Miller 120021, the largest fraction of respondents,
37%, exbibited a pattern of consistent behavior with self-interested preferences, 5a

On the other hand, 63To of subjects made sacri-fi.ces at some exbent) so our results
suggest that almost two thirds cared about the other's payoffs. Like Charness and
Rabin [2002] noted, when people care about other people, social welfare prefer-

ences have a prominent role (about 26% of subjects) of explaining behavior when
reciprocity issues are absent. F\rthermore, our data also suggest that, unlike Fehr
and Schmidt [1999], difference aversion preferences in explaining behavior (about
II% of subjects) could not be that important when the decisions about distribu-
tional payoffs are individug,l and simultaneously analyzed from both positions. At
Iast, almost nobody exhibited competitive preferences and a representative group

of subjects behaved accorüngly to solidarity preferences. About 75% of subjects
just sacrificed own material payoffs to help from a strong position.

In the reciprocity treatment, as we said before, even when we only consid-
ered individuals with consistent choice profiles, the reciprocal behavior did not
appear. I{owever, the relative position making decisions always mattered. Table
10 summarizes subjects with consistent behavior in the response games.ss

saAnd¡eoni and Miller 12004, given subjects's behavior, try to determine the fo¡m of the
utility functions. They find that the largest group ofsubjects (about 43%) behaves selfishly and
fits a standard utility funcion exactly.

ssTable 10 must be similarly interpreted to Táble 8.
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Table 10
Patterns of elicited behavior with reciprocity

The pattern of behavior was not affected by the subject j's choice in the re-
sponse game. The number of subjects within each category was almost identicai.
Wilcoxon-tests showed that not only the reciprocity concern did not mod.ify ind.i-
vidual behavior but also the kind of reciprocity (positive or negative) either.

3.4. Conclusions
Experimental evidence shows that subjects sacrifi.ce their own material payoffs

to modify the final distribution of payoffs across subjects and that they are also
motivated by reciprocity. In this paper, we propose an experimental design to
individually compare both motivations: difference in payoffs and reciprocal be-
havior. Through sequential binary choices between alternative states, our aim
is twofold: to elicit to what extent subjects sacrifi.ce money; and, for the same
subjects, to check for the existence of reciprocal concerns, Besides, participants

make choices from two different positions, strong and weak.

We found that the pdsition making decisions always mattered. The results
provided a heterogeneous behavior from both strong and weak positions. Fbom a
strong position, subjects exhibited a larger willingness to sacrifice own material
payoffs to help other subjects. Fbom a weak position, tfe largest homogeneous
group üd not exhibit any willingness to sacrifice own material payoffs. Further-
more, a large group of subjects sacrificed own material payoff to decrease the
other's payoffs. Last of ali, lots of subjects sacrificed own money to help other
subjects -increasing even more the difference between payoffs.

To test the role of reciprocity, we compared subjects' behavior in both treat-
ment (distributional and reciprocity) and from both positions (strong and weak).
We found that not only the reciprocity concern did not modify individual behavior
but also the kind of reciprocity (positive or negative) either.

S SPR SNR w WPR WNR
Aiways A 12(43% 11 34%) r1(34% L5(46%) L6(53%) L5(48%)

Sacrifices to help 15(53.5%)18(57%) r5(47%) e(27%) e(30%) r0(32T0)
Sacrifices to hurt 1(3.5%) 3 e% 6(1e%\ e(27%\ 5(r7%) 6(18%)
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Therefore, in a stylized context our results zuggest that the relative position

mattered and the reciprocal behavior did not. Furthermore, all these above-

mentioned results were kept even when we just analyzed consistent choice profiles.

Concerning the other-regarding preferences, the larger fraction of respondents
made some kind of sacrifice from both positions. However, in the same way
as Andreoni and Mille¡ 120021, the largest homogenous group did not exhibit
any availabiüty to saerifice. Social welfare preferences seem to have a prominent

role in explaining behavior as Charness and Rabin [2002] noted. More than one
forth of the respondents made sacrifices to increase other's payoffs from both
positions. The third largest group just made sacrifices to increase other's payoffs

from a strong position. Finally, few zubjects made sacrifi.ces from both positions to

reduce differences between their and other's payoffs, This latter result would show
that the difference aversion preferences might not be that important in explaining
behavior as Fehr and Schmidt [19991 suggested,
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3.6. Appendix

Instructions baseline experiment

This is an experiment about decision making. You will be paid for participat-

ing, and the amount of money you will earn depends on the decisions that you

and the other participants make. At the- end of the experiment you will.b,e paid

privately and in cash for your decisions. You will náver be asked to reveal your

identity to anyone during the course of the experiment.
In this experiment there are two types of subjects, n and y. As subject r will

make 22 sequential droices in 2 blocks of 11 decisions between two alternative

states (A and B). Each decision is independent from each your other decisions.

Your payoffs in the experiment depend on your decisions. You will be anonymously
paired with a subject g.

As subject E will not make any kind of decision. You will be anonymously
paired with a subject r and your payoffs in the experiment depend on Í's choices.

To make decisions you only have to circie in the control sheet one of the two
options (A and .B) in each round.

At the end of the experiment you will thus have 22 outcomes from the rounds
played, only one of these outcomes will be selected for payoffs.

Instructions reciprocity experiment

This is an experiment about decision making. You will be paid for participat-

ing, and the amount of money you will earn depends on the decisions that you

and the other participants make. At the end of the experiment you will be paid

privately and in cash for your decisions, You wiil never be asked to reveal your

identity to anyone during the course of the experiment.
In this experiment there are two types of subjects, r and z' As subject r wiil

make 44 sequential choices in 4 blocks of 11 decisions between two alternative

states (,4 and ,B). Each decision is independent from each your other decisions.

You will be anonymously paired with a subject z. As player z your decisions will

only affect the payoffs if player z opts to give you the choice.
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As subject z will be anonymously paired with a subject r and will make 4

decisions, one per block, between two possibilities: to choose or to let player

i choose. The player i knows that her decisions will only affect the payoffs if

subject z opts to give her the choice.

To make decisions you only have to circle in the control sheet one of the two

options in each block.
At the end of the experiment you will be paid according to the outcomes

generated by yoruseives in the 4 blocks, only one of these outcomes will be selected

for payoffs,
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